Suzuki alto specs

Its selling points have long included a low price and good fuel economy. The model, currently in
its eighth generation, was first introduced in and has been built in many countries worldwide.
The Alto originated as a commercial vehicle derivative of the Suzuki Fronte , but over time the
Alto nameplate gained in popularity and by it replaced the Fronte name completely. The Alto
badge has often been used on different cars in Japan and in export markets, where it is
considered a city car. In Japan, the Alto badge was originally meant to be for the commercial
use version of the Fronte passenger car. The word " alto " is a musical term. When introduced,
the Alto was only available as a two-door "light van" and with bare-bones equipment. However,
Suzuki generally did not use the "Fronte" badge in export, usually calling all versions "Alto"
abroad. Most early export Altos were thus technically speaking rebadged Suzuki Frontes. These
were exported with changes such as enlarged engines, sometimes modified bodywork. The Alto
badge gradually took over in Japan as well, as the distinction between kei commercial vehicles
and passenger cars was diminished in early The Fronte line was retired in March The Alto plate
has been used on export versions of various Indian-built derivatives since the early s, as neither
cars are restricted by the kei rules and Indian cars are also considerably cheaper than
Japanese-built ones. Since , the Suzuki Celerio has replaced the Alto in Europe and other export
markets. Front suspension comprised coils struts , with leaf springs at the back. The steering
was of the recirculating ball type, and four-wheel drums were used. This low price was made
possible by a number of Japanese special concessions for commercial vehicles: most notably,
the engine was subject to less stringent emissions rules and did not require expensive twin
catalysts. Two fewer doors provided another saving, as did the exemption from commodity tax.
The Alto's success changed the kei-car market, and other producers such as Subaru with the "
Family Rex " quickly followed suit with cut-price "commercial" vehicles that were really
intended for private use. Suzuki was unable to keep up with demand the first few years,
particularly in the home market. In May , a fully automatic two-speed option was added to the
Alto SS Torque was considerably lower, however, down from 5. In export markets, the Alto
name was used for the passenger car versions chassis codes with trailing letter "S" as well as
on commercials ending in "V" , while the van was marketed as the "Suzuki Hatch" in Australia.
The four-doors were not proper hatchbacks, only featuring an opening rear window. Export cars
were also available with twelve-inch wheels, unlike the domestic versions which only used
ten-inch units until the introduction of the 4WD version in October The 4WD "Snow Liner" thus
gained an extra 2. The had better performance, and due to the higher possible gearing it saw an
improved gas mileage as well - by about ten percent according to Suzuki. It was introduced in
New Zealand in March While Suzuki held on to the two-stroke engine concept for a half decade
longer than any of its Japanese competitors, eventually market pressures and ever tightening
emissions regulations spelled its end in the Alto by September The only other option was air
conditioning. The second generation CA71 was introduced in September It continued with the
F5A engine of the SS40, but also became available with turbocharged and multi-valve engines
thereof, mainly in the "Works" series. In December , a four-wheel-drive version CC71 was
added; until it arrived Suzuki had kept the four-wheel-drive version of the first generation Alto
SS41 on offer. It acquired considerable popularity, with models of it still made by Fujimi. A
five-door body became available in October This was superficially identical to that of the
Fronte's , but the rear seat folded flat and it was technically speaking a commercial vehicle. This
was the first five-door commercial of its kind in Japan, and was originally a special model
introduced to celebrate the one millionth Alto produced. New wraparound headlights, a new
dash and interior heralded the new available ITL rear suspension I solated T railing L ink , a
three-link rigid setup. In August , higher spec Altos became available with a three-speed
automatic rather than the two-speed unit that had been used before. Most export markets
received the passenger car version, which would have been badged "Suzuki Fronte" in Japan,
but were usually sold as Altos abroad. Most cars sold outside of Japan, however, received the
larger 0. Export Altos were technically speaking Frontes , as this was the name used for
passenger versions in Japan. The Maruti did continue to be available under its own name in
Europe until , when it could no longer pass emissions and safety requirements. While the car
has been long retired in other markets, it remained in production in Pakistan under the moniker
Suzuki Mehran. The Mehran had been in production due to its cost effective nature and cheap
parts availability. Chongqing Chang'an were able to adapt Suzuki's Just-in-time manufacturing
JIT methods and were the first to market the car, in Jilin Jiangbei lost money on each car built
and ended up on the brink of bankruptcy; Xiangtan Jiangnan never got production off the
ground, while Xi'an Qinchuan suffered a fire and chose to develop their own design instead a
car called the Qinchuan Flyer ; the company was later made part of BYD Auto. Chang'an ended
up without real competition in the segment. In , Chang'an Motors took over production of the
Alto. The top of the Line Happy Prince, discontinued in , used the sportier looking front bumper,

grille, and bonnet of the Alto Works. Citing lower sales and stating that upgrading the design to
meet new regulations would not be cost effective, Chang'an ended production of the old Alto on
28 July A total of , were built by Chang'an Suzuki between and This was the last generation of
Alto to have an associated Fronte model. It had strikingly angular styling, with an unusual
glazed C-pillar on the 5-door. Another curiosity of this generation was the availability of a
version with a sliding door on the driver's side, the "Slide Slim", intended to simplify entering
and exiting in tight spaces. It also made egress easier for the old and the infirm. The Slide Slim
has two regular doors on the passenger left side. The front-wheel-drive Works' were available
with a 3-speed automatic in addition to the standard 5-speed manual. It arrived late in export
markets, only by after the earlier export version had been retired, and it was only seen in a very
few places, namely New Zealand, Hong Kong, and Singapore. With a 0. The lineup was
reorganised in January , with a lot of new engine specifications. In September , responding to
increasing safety demands, the Alto received side impact protection. Also, the vertical door
handles see picture on the right on three-door versions were replaced by traditional horizontal
ones. This was the model that reached limited exports. The New Zealand version was mostly the
same as the Japanese market five-door van model, with a cargo-oriented bare-bones trim
combined with the rather soft Japanese suspension settings and light, low-geared steering. A
three-speed automatic was also available. A very limited production version for competition
purposes arrived in , called the Alto Works R. This model, without a backseat and with racing
bucket seats in front, was classified as a van and accordingly received the CM22V chassis code,
unlike the usual Alto Works. Suzuki also produced a version of the Alto, known as the Alto
Hustle, with a raised roof behind the front seats. This was unusual in that it used a modification
of the five-door Alto's body rather than a completely new body, allowing Suzuki to market it as
part of the Alto family. Its appearance was similar to the Nissan AD Max van. The Hustle was
short-lived, only being offered between November and October The engine options were mostly
as for other Altos, albeit without the turbocharged offerings. The lowest and highest-powered
versions were also available with four-wheel-drive, and there was a bare bones two-seater
version Hu-2 on offer. The fourth generation HA11 appeared in November The design was
marked by simplicity, as Suzuki strived to return to making a more basic car. The new Wagon R
took over much of the more expensive Alto's market share, leaving the Alto to compete at the
lower end of the market. The fourth generation was generally not exported, with most foreign
markets instead receiving Alto-badged versions of the Indian-built Maruti Zen. Front-wheel drive
or full-time four-wheel drive were offered, in three- or five-door sedans or as a three-door van.
The tailgate and rear doors are still fairly angular, but the front was more rounded than previous
models. In March , the Alto Sv model appeared. It was developed by AddZest Clarion. In
November , the Works model received a new grille and front bumper, with a bigger opening. In
April , the range received a facelift with side door impact beams and a new front design, with
new marker lights beneath the headlights and a redesigned trunklid. In March , a second
iteration of the Works R arrived, again a limited production vehicle with a close-ratio
transmission, built for competition purposes. The engine received considerable changes over
the regular Works, many more than the first Works R. This was the end of the Works R series of
cars, foreshadowing the end of the Works badge in The styling was generally more rounded, the
shape of the cabin showing the Alto's relationship with the new Suzuki Kei. Suzuki designed the
new Alto with an eye to reducing cost, both for themselves and for the end users. To that end,
weight was reduced to a minimum, while four-wheel drive models were able to use the same
bottom plate as front-wheel drive models. With sales of the 2-seat commercial versions
dropping steadily, those versions Va and Sc, with four-speed manual transmission were now
only built to order. Unique to this generation was a five-door version of the Alto Works. With the
December facelift, the Works versions were discontinued, as the Alto was realigned as an
economy version. The Suzuki Kei Sports picked up the Works' mantle. Several derivatives were
produced from this generation. Suzuki produced two "classic-style" versions: the Alto C [34]
with a deep chrome grille and a curious headlamp arrangement by which circular main lamps
were joined with ovoid sidelights and indicators, which was shared with the Alto Works; [35]
and the later Alto C2 [36] which had separate headlamps and sidelights and a wider grille.
Mazda also sold the standard Alto as the Carol , and Mitsuoka used the Carol as a basis for their
Ray. Pakistani production began in utilizing the old carburetted F10A four-cylinder engine. From
until Maruti-built Altos were exported to Europe as Suzuki Altos; sales continued in Latin
America and other markets until the next generation Maruti Alto took over in Beginning in mid,
and originally imported from Japan, the car was also sold in Colombia as the Chevrolet Alto. In
December , the fifth generation Alto received a thorough facelift, becoming the HA Front- and
four-wheel drive models now used the same chassis number. The retro-style Alto C was also
discontinued. In February a new retro version was introduced, the Alto C2. Unlike the earlier C,

this one had the same headlights as other Altos and did not have the chrome detailing of the
earlier version. Front- or four-wheel-drive, manual and automatic transmissions were available
no more CVT , in either a 3- or 5-door hatchback body. A 3-door van version remained available.
These forewent the VVT system and the automatic only had three forward speeds rather than
four as before. The sixth generation HA24 was introduced in The Alto was realigned as a less
costly car to accommodate new models such as the Cervo and Alto Lapin. The seventh
generation was first shown at the Tokyo Motor Show alongside its sister car, the Mazda Carol.
Under the Japanese test cycle, the front-wheel-drive with CVT achieves It is capable of reaching
This is. With this technology, fuel economy has now improved to It is actually a different car
from the Japanese market one although they share the same name. The car is manufactured
exclusively in Haryana , India and is exported worldwide. It is available in some European
markets with a somewhat different front end as the Nissan Pixo. The car was rolled out to the
Indian customers in December and exports began in April With a totally new body and engine,
Maruti hopes to bring freshness to the Indian car market, of which it already holds a major
share. The A-Star has a fresh new dashboard, with an available unique protruding tachometer
besides the usual meter cowl only in the ZXi trim. It was developed to be a global car and will be
made at Maruti Suzuki 's plant in Manesar , Haryana , India. It is stylistically based on the Suzuki
A-Star Concept. The Nissan Pixo is the "sister car" to the Suzuki Alto featuring a few notable
differences, including the main grille and headlamps. In , India's Maruti introduced a low cost
replacement for the original Maruti called the Alto This was also exported to many markets
outside of Europe and sold as the "Suzuki Alto ", while some markets simultaneously offered
the pricier A-Star as the "Suzuki Alto. The eighth generation Alto was introduced in Japan in
December and has a more retro style. The car is sold in three variants: VX, VXR and VXL - VX
being the base model with minimal equipment, no air conditioning and a 5-speed manual
transmission; the VXR variant gaining twin airbags, power locks, power steering, etcetera; while
the premium VXL model is further equipped with air conditioning, ABS brakes, and an automatic
transmission. The local manufacturing of Alto has made Pakistan one of the few countries in the
world that locally manufactures Kei cars. Currently, Pakistan is the only country other than
Japan to locally manufacture this generation of Suzuki Alto. Pak Suzuki Motors ' second
generation Alto looks cosmetically the same as the Japanese-made one and is powered by the
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Vanette. NV Datsun Urvan. I liked the car overall as this is my first car and privileged to be part
of Maruti family. Very good performance, Mileage, Wonderful comfort, Convinient, Dualable
spare parts, Being manual transmission and good crutch cable, It feels good to drive. Good and
better in driving and seating in car. It is very beautiful and comfortable. I hope that it will go
more. Good, Affordable car. Also very reliable. Running cost is very low even less than bikes.
Low maintenance cost. Best mileage best family careasy to driveeasy to park. Low maintenance
costmaruti assurance. I bought the maruti alto in february The color is granite grey, And the car
looks pretty nice when properly cleaned. Under the good is a 0. The power figures might be very
astonishingly low, But the performance of the car is average. The quality levels of the car is also
decent. Inside the door gets fabric claddings and nice grey leather upholstery. There are very
much hard plastics, But they still are of a decent quality. The variant is lxi, The mid variant, And
things which i get are 12 inch steel wheels with silver wheel caps, Yes that's a very small size.
Has a standard normal digital instrument system, Analog speedometer with a digital display that
shows time, Fuel to empty, And distance. Front seats are quite comfortable, No adjustable
headrests of course, And under thigh support is quite decent enough. The boot space is also
quite decent, litres, Which can be increased by lowering both the rear seats down. Talking about
the safety, There is nothing. No abs, No ebd, No reverse parking cameras, No seat belt
pretensioners, Nothing. Even the build quality is very poor, The c pillars easily dent inside if you
press them with a thumb. The dashboard is completely new and you now get coloured seat
fabric which works well with the overall ambience of the car. What it does not get is central
locking, and a left rear-view mirror. The Alto still comes powered by the cc, three-cylinder which
has been refined. There's also a faster bit processor and this engine is future-proof for BS5
norms too. The engine responds to your throttle input and the gearshifts are typically Maruti
Suzuki, well slotted. Maruti has priced the top-end Alto at Rs 2. They have been able to price it
so competitively that the customers have to give it a second thought before going in for a car
belonging to a rival company. So in this segment alto is best car apart from kwid and redigo.
See you can have better interior n exterior in kwid n redigo but the engine performance wise
alto is my best choice to the entry level people, even wise in alto exterior n interior you can
customised easily as per your preference and it looks better n stylish car from kwid n redigo. I
can say that I am happy with the car. It is very frugal in consuming fuel and is almost zero
maintenance car. Would have been happy with little better NVH performance and mm of
additional ground clearance. But,I would say -a great first car for my family. Alto Book Online
Rs. Thank you! Your question has been submitted and is under moderartion. You will receive all
communications on :. Maruti Alto Specifications. View February Offers. The cc Petrol engine
generates a power of The cc CNG engine generates a power of Maruti Alto is available in Manual
transmission only. Maruti Alto has a boot space of Liters litres and ground clearance of mm.
The kerb weight of Alto is Kg. Have a question in mind? Ask Your Question. Your Question
should contain at least 5 characters Submit Cancel. Alto Variants Comparison. STD
Ex-showroom Rs. LXI Ex-showroom Rs. VXI Ex-showroom Rs. Central Locking Antenna No of
Speakers 2. View All Features. Share your experiences with Alto ? Submit Review Submit
Review. Maruti Alto Overview. Maruti Alto 3. Alto User Reviews. Add a Review. Is Maruti Suzuki
Alto available? Can we drive Maruti Suzuki Alto in hill roads? Does Maruti Suzuki Alto have
power steering? Manual Yes. Maruti Suzuki Alto me top model kon sa hai? VXi O. Is 13' alloy
suitable for Maruti Suzuki Alto ? I want the combination switch holder.? For the availability and
prices of the spare parts, we'd suggest you to connect with the nearest authorized service
center. Click on the link and select your desired city for service centers. I want an automatic
transmission car in Maruti Suzuki. Choosing one will depend on several factors such as budget,
fuel type, brand preference, seating capacity, specific feature requirements etc. Click on the
given link and apply filters in order to check out new cars as per your requirements. Moreover,
we would suggest you to take a test drive before making the final decision. Follow the link and
select your desired city for dealership details. Can we pay repair payment on EMI? For this, we

would suggest you to get in touch with the nearest authorized service center in your city as they
would be able to assist you better with the details. Follow the link and select your desired city
for service centers. Can I fit rear windshield wipers in Alto lxi? Since none of the variants of the
Maruti Alto offer a rear window wiper, it may not be a possibility to retrofit one. Moreover, you
may check out the aftermarket accessories. How many years of insurance need to be paid? How
many gears are available in Maruti Suzuki model? Will the spare parts come with required
colour? For eg: bonnet? Yes YES. Is the front side same of Alto std optional like Alto std with
black bumper? How much is the cost for piston work? Yes Yes. Except for the Std and Std Opt
variant, all the other variant of Maruti Alto comes equipped with a power steering. How many
types of oil there in Maruti Alto ? There are multiple oils required for the mechanical moving
parts such as engine oil, suspension strut oil, gear oil, brake fluids, etc. Moreover, you may
refer to the user manual of your vehicle for more details. Can Maruti Suzuki Alto be driven on a
5ft. Driving the Maruti Alto on a 5 ft. For a better understanding of compatibility and driving
comfort, we would suggest you to take a test ride. Yes Probably View All Answers. Can I
increase the height of Steering wheel for Maruti Alto ? Will Maruti Suzuki launch more budget
cars under 4 lac? As of now, there is no official update available from the brand's end regarding
the launch of any budget car. Moreover, Maruti is likely to launch the facelift of Swift and Celerio
soon. You may check out Maruti Suzuki Upcoming Cars by clicking on the given link. Alto vxi
plus model rear camera installation possible? Yes Yes Yes. Mack wheel - Alto ? Not advisable
NO. Insurance year - Alto ? What is the on road price of Maruti Suzuki Alto in Patna? Maruti
Suzuki Alto is priced in the range of Rs. You may click on the given link and select your city
accordingly for an estimated on-road price. It will be 3. What is the price of Maruti Suzuki Alto in
Hyderabad? Maruti Suzuki Alto retails in the price range of Rs. In order to get an estimated
on-road price , you may click on the given link and select your city accordingly. There could be
an issue so for this we would suggest you to get your car inspected at the nearest service
center as they would be the better people to assist you in this case. You can click on the
following link to see the details of the nearest service center and selecting your city accordingly
- Service Center. The beeping sound is a government mandate for new cars if you are driving
above 80 km How can I improve night visibility in Alto ? For that, you may have brighter LED
headlights installed in your Alto Also, the light reflects more if there is dirt on the front
windscreen and thus hampers the visibility at night. You may also opt for some aftermarket
accessories that helps make your night drive better. Check out the following article for more
details: Safety tips for night driving. If your headlight is dirty you clean some time headlight
glass become dirty you can rub with colgate paste or some backing soda and water rub very
softly.. Proper and good headlights View All Answers. How many variants of Maruti Alto
available? These variants ranges from Rs. You may click on the following link and select your
desired city for an estimated on-road price. What is the procedure of finance? If you are
considering taking a car loan, feel free to ask for quotes from multiple banks from the
dealership itself. A lot of banks and lending authorities have tie-ups with dealers to offer you
easy loan. Or, you can check with your own trusted bank and authorities in case they have a
better loan plan to offer. Also, if you are planning to buy a new car on finance, then generally, 20
to 25 percent down payment is required on the ex-showroom price of a car. However, exact
confirmation regarding EMI, down payment, interest, loan period and its procedure will be
discussed by the bank only, as it depends upon an individual eligibility. Is there any option of
zero down payment on Maruti Alto? Which is the most selling variant of Alto? For that, we'd
suggest you to please connect with the nearest authorized dealership in you city as they would
be able to assist you better with the details. Alto k10 is most selling variant Lxi. My height is 5
feet 11 inches, is Alto suitable for me? Maruti Alto is one of the easiest picks in the entry level
segment. It offers decent cabin space, fuel-efficient engine and ease of drive. Moreover, comfort
is something that is best judged personally and so we would suggest you to take a test drive for
a better understanding of comfort and performance. Click on the link and select your desired
city for dealership details. Whats the mileage for CNG type? Accutualy itwill give.. View All
Answers. With dual airbag which is the lowest priced variant of Alto ? It comes only in top
model. At what speed should i drive in 4th gear to get maximum mileage? In 4th gear, the
optimum speed for better mileage would be between kmph. Moreover, you may refer to the user
manual of your vehicle for more details regarding the same. How many space require for
parking alto in house? The length and width of Maruti Alto is mm and mm respectively. So, at
least you need 12 X 7 feet area to park the car. Kya alto vxi plus me Bluetooth connectivity ha?
Allready launched. CNG and petrol manual No. Sorry you cant use.. When will Maruti alto model
will come automatic variant? As of now, there is no official update available from the brand side.
We would suggest you to wait for the official announcement. Stay tuned with ZigWheels for
further updates. Is this car avail with Central locking? Yes, the central locking feature is

available in Maruti Alto Whether seat cover are attached to Maruti Suzuki Alto ? No, Alto does
not come with seat covers but you get it from the accessories department of the dealership. No
Yes. Are the seat covers attached in Maruti Alto ? Maruti Alto do feature fabric upholstery for
the seats except for the base variant. Moreover, you may also get the seat covers as an
additional accessory from the dealership itself or the Maruti Genuine Parts store. For more
details, please visit the nearest authorized dealership in your city. No Yes View All Answers. Is
Alto LXI available with music system? No, the LXI variant of Maruti Suzuki Alto does not have an
infotainment system but its top-end trim does feature a music system. What is the price of
silencer? For that, we'd suggest you to please visit the nearest authorized service center of
Maruti Suzuki as they would be able to assist you with the exact price and availability of the
spare parts. Follow the link and select your city accordingly for service centers. Paint at the top
is cracjed in my alto just km driven is it comes under warranty We would suggest you to please
connect with the nearest authorized service center as they would be able to assist you with
complete details. Also, you may refer to the user manual of the car for details on the warranty.
You may click on the link and select your city for service centers. Ask Maruti dealer. From
where i can get Alto STD back shocker and what will be the price? From authorised dealer
approximately rupee No idea. How is the AC of Alto ? Not so bad, good performance Good. If I
get A. What is the length of Alto back wheel? All are same 12 inches Same wheel as on front. In
which model of Maruti Alto is there an adjustable driving seat? Not any model All. Whether or
not AC installation is successful in Maruti Alto standard model? No, not enough chillled like
company fitted ac, Yes you install it Successful. I was heard that Alto will be discontinued next
few years it's true or what's? So what.. We don't want to dispose off the car as loads of
emotions are attached with it. Is it possible to upgrade it with BSVI or can the fitness tenor be
extended? What are the offers for police personnel - Alto ? Don't know. Will the Alto top model
run with both petrol and CNG? Which model of Maruti Alto is avialable in itanagar showroom?
Allready launched No idea Damkiman. Is Alto CNG can be driven with petrol? My alto does not
have company fitted AC. It is okay if I get AC installed in it? Will it work smoothly? You may
have the AC installed from the aftermarket and it might work efficiently as well, however, it
would depend on certain factors. For more details on the same, we would suggest you to visit
the nearest authorized service center and consult with the service center personnel. It's work
smoothly but company fitted ac more cooling and fast cool Yes go ahead. Is it essential to
change the car engine oil once a year even if we have not ridden the threshold kilometers - Alto
- Alto ? Yes, it is recommended to change the engine oil within a year even if the car hasn't been
in use. Because engine oil has its own life and it degrades with time. Yes, it's necessary for
ingine. What is new in Alto ? Monthly km driven your car then go for CNG. What is the
speedometer price of Maruti Suzuki Alto ? For that, we'd suggest you to please visit the nearest
authorized service centre of Maruti Suzuki as they would be able to assist you with the exact
price of the spare part. Follow the link and select your city accordingly for service centres. What
would b the difference between vxi and vxi plus model - Alto ? Infotainment in vxi plus Music
system Vxi plus is the better than vxi. I have back pain and cervical pain it's comfortable seat
for long drive suspension in alto 6 model It's a city car and don't expect too much for long
drives, suspension not bad, manageable. In this budget yes.. Your needed all features come
from Lxi model, for price and EMI related queries go to nearest dealer Ask your nearest dealer.
Vxi o View All Answers. It varies state to state depending upon the taxes. Obviously sir,
defogger is available in almost all cars No, this low budget car. Std opt has passnger airbag
also Which type of engine is available in Maruti Suzuki Alto ? With a 20 kmpl mileage cc petrol
engine 1petrol ing n 1cng ing. What is Alto VXI on road price? Every states on road different
price best think is you visit your nearest dealer 4lakh 50thausand approximately It would be 4.
STD bumper comes in black, no power window, no music system, one side rear view mirror.
Nothing much, just the accessories and internal feature. Std won't be easily available. Is it
possible please let me know? Please let me know? No AMT models in alto Entry level AMT is
only available Maruti espresso. Please tell the service cost at kms in an Alto ? How much is the
price of Maruti Suzuki Alto automatic? Depends on your city.. Under 3. Why are you buying
automatic I don't think it's cool for driving.. There's no automatic variant in Alto View All
Answers. Is the height of steering of latest Maruti Alto VXi Plus model comfortable for a person
having height 5 feet 5 inches? Is rear parking sensor available in Alto VXi? Additionally with
accessories No Yes View All Answers. How many airbag are there in Alto diesel version? No
diesel version available of Alto but in some models one or two airbag is available. There is no
diesel engin in al alto No diesel version and no airbag View All Answers. Yes it is available in
VXi variant. Yes in vxi verson Yes View All Answers. I need exchange my old car for Maruti
Suzuki Alto If yoy want to buy maruti then i will recomend new wagon r or celerio Cng model
and you can exchange at maruti dealer For enquiry regarding to this you can visit your nearby

Maruti Suzuki showroom Go nearest dealer View All Answers. Is Maruti Alto basic model have
AC and power steering? Alto Basic model is Std.. What is the Alto CSD price? Sir answer
already there in the zig wherl forum. Yes some dealers give it for private use also. Is Maruti Alto
available in diesel? While purchasing, the show room gives an offer of certain amount by which
you can choose what you like to install, for eg: central locking, seat and steering cover, wheel
cap, rain guard etc Accessories are optional either get accessories and rupees benefits
discountMainly rs is for accessories but i suggest you to get confirm by nearest Maruti agency
No free accessories comes free instead of bargaining authorised dealer will fit you some
accessories like wheel cap, rubber meting ext.. What is the difference between Alto and K10 in
price? Does Maruti Suzuki Alto have rear camera? Does Maruti Suzuki Alto comes with struts or
shocks? It's written in in bill and registration book Yes. What is solid disc - Alto ? Solid disc
brakes are offered as front breaks in maruti alto car Thank you for answer. Nere ko Alto LXi leni
h. Mere ko kitna downpayment karna pdega to LXi mil jayega or kya kya documents dena pdega
mere ko downpayment pe vehicle leni h. Ha mil jayegi itne down-payment me sath me apna
aadhar card, license, passport photo 4, voter id aur pan card agar ho to You can deposit amount
of Rs. Standard model will not have any internal features like ac, power system etc. Only petrol
not CNG, Alto available hai kya? Yes its both available only in petrol and cng with petrol Yes,
petrol variant is available. Yes, it's both are available View All Answers. Please provide detail
about Maruti Suzuki Alto Less maintenance cost and high fuel mileage. Low budget and also
maimtainance car Best car with low maintenance costs View All Answers. Does Maruti Alto have
power steering, AC and power windows? Dear Ravi you can get it at lxi variant manual at 4.
Thanks Yes on lxi manual. Yes but only in delhi region View All Answers. The water for car wash
is right through a hose pipe in tap, does this give any damage or trouble for bonnet or inside the
engine? Yes Yes No. Give brief description about Alto K10 VXi optional? Cheapest, easy to
maintain and park, with good mileage and decent boot space for 4 ppl in a family. So nice and
good Costly View All Answers. Stereo central lock two speed wipers cleansing driver side
mirrors adjustable seat belts high mounted rear brake lightsabs esp two airbags in front. Lxi is
low model variant, doesnt have few internal features, but vxi is top model variants with many
features, in terms of engine and others its same Parking camera key less entry and music
system is available in vxi variant View All Answers. Which variant of Maruti Suzuki Alto has an
engine of cc? All variants are with cc only Alto K Nothing View All Answers. Which varient of
Maruti Alto is the best in performance, features and less price? Lxi-optional variant or vxi.. Vxi
Yes View All Answers. Yes it does have ac and it is powerful enough to cool the complete car.
No separate ac vents for read passengers Alto lxi ,vxi,axi models have ac. Are you asking Alto
or alto lxi etc..?? Colling is excellent. Is the base model of Maruti Suzuki Alto available with
automatic gear? Which variant of Alto is the best to buy? Lxi is cost effective rising petrol
prices I will tell you to buy lxi plus cng sir. Thanks note- to maruti alto is getting costlier? Vxi is
best one to buy , since it comes with more features but costs more than the rest. Sensors have
to be put in addition Alto does come in a BS6 avatar and gets minor updates such as a new
honeycomb grill with no chrome, reverse parking sensors, ABS, EBD and dual airbags. See the
manuals it will be a bs4 vehicle only. But no worries will be there. You have already paid the
road tax for 15 years. Bs6 model is on the way of selling. Which is best Alto or Kwid in terms of
maintenance? I think it is alto Kwid has improved now a days, but interms of service maruti Alto
as well re sale value is more View All Answers. In terms of off road ride which will be better Alto
or Kwid? For how long can Maruti Suzuki Alto be continuously driven? More Than kms Because
almost every car has engine cooling system Coolant No worry drive up to km.. Which one shall I
buy and learn to drive - Alto ? If you start practicing with an automatic transmission u can never
drive a manual one. So start with manual one,u can easily manage with automatic one. It's like
difference between a 5 speed bike, and honda activa. A person whohas always drive n an activa,
it ll be much more difficult for him to ride a gear bike In Alto there is no automatic
version,manual cars are better to get trained, once you trained in gear vehicle, it's easy for you
to drive automatic varaint,considering the price, mileage and handling manual is better. No need
to go to driving school its little simple just push padel for go ahed when u want to slow press
break pael View All Answers. Car accessories are available or not - Alto ? Available alto Yes
Yes, you can buy car accessories from market. Is there any keyless entry in Alto LXi? Does
Maruti Suzuki Alto have power steering, music system etc? Alto gets a power steering standard
across all variants, but factory music system is only available in the VXI trim, not the LXI and Lx.
Yes it has electric power steering and electrical break. How is Maruti Alto compared with Tata
Nano? What are the features of new Alto ? Its changed again Nothing, 1k for engine oil change
for 1 year 2nd year coolant anf brake oil extra. Mainly all security feature available in all alto
variant View All Answers. Is Alto available with fully automatic variant? No, Alto is not availible
with a fully automatic variant. How many airbags in Maruti Alto ? Type 1 and 2 Alto does not

have any. Alto LXi or VXi which one is best in a small family Alto boot space wil be less, better
go for Celerio or kwid or datsun redigo.. I use Xtra Premium petrol only for my Alto model car.
How many kmpl I expect and how can I calculate the mileage? Make your car's tank full, then
drive for 18KM, then again refill your tank, you will get to know how much petrol is required,
according to that calculate your mileage Not much difference. Is Alto capable for hilly areas?
Pickup is very good in hilly areas for but for k10 faster than Yes but switch off ac in uphill areas
Yes View All Answers. What are the specs and features of Maruti Suzuki Alto ? Good features
and space Good Its best feature is the mileage, low price, inexpensive spare parts and
durability. Which is the best car Maruti any model ya K10 me any model - Alto ? I want to
purchase a new automatic transmission car with an EMI below My need is 30 to 40 km per day.
Please advise. I want to know durability and on road price of Maruti Alto ? Alto is a good vehicle
in it's class. Low maintenance,. The on road price will be between 3. Alto is an all rounder
vehicle in very less budget with very good mileage, ease of use, very less maintenance. What is
the different between Manual steering and power steering - Alto ? Menial mean you have to
operate 3 pedal cluch,break,and exceletor How much maximum load can Alto VXi drive?
Without loss in performance it should be kg. Alto is capicity of 5 person mean kg and CNG only
4person.. Please suggest cars with minimum width and company fitted CNG. Is automatic
variant is available in company fitted CNG cars. Only in Delhi region you may get cng variant of
few cars like Alto and K Does Maruti Alto have Air Bag? No it doesn't come with airbags!! Yes,
only for driver Driver side View All Answers. Is the seat adjustment possible in Maruti Alto ?
Yes, only front and back movements. Alto Alto K10 is best with cc more powerful to alto K10 is
cc and other is cc View All Answers. How is the Alto VXi top model? Top end model of Alto , it's
good with all necessary features, in this same price your can go for datsun redigo Good Can we
replace tyres to big tyres - Alto ? I need car with low budget with daily km driving? Is there any
difference in power of Maruti Alto when AC is on? Yes, but small different between ac and non
ac driving around 2 km. When car averaging 22 km at non ac so with ac averaging is 20 km.
Some times you have to put 1st gear in some humb also to avoid jerking. Yes, you can feel it
when you drive in fourth gear especially in terrain View All Answers. This car have how many
variants - Alto ? I want to purchase a new car for personal use daily running between km. Maruti
alto new cng with petrol and hyundai santro cng with petrol is the best for low running cost 1
Tiago 2 Celerio X Tiago View All Answers. Both are diffrent types. Vxi is occupied More
fecilities. Like auto lock. Abs brake. Power window etc etc.. Whether Alto is safe on road or not?
What is STD variant, which features available this STD Alto Std variant is base model of maruti
alto its not with any features like ac power windows music system For name sake in the model
you can see in web but in reality it won't be available in many showrooms At present I have
never use my car on hilly areas so I have no experience. Santro, Alto, Nano and K10 doesn't
have automatic. Maruti Celerio is the cheapest automatic car in India Low budget automatic car
is new alto Tata Nano Because budget is lowwww Then you can maintain it on 1 and 2. Use
blower fan if it's too humid. Smart adjustment of vents is another trick. Refill ac. And in re-sale
value also it experience. In alto all variants are same Because in 3 cylinder car's are always drop
pickup when running with ac Only 4 cylinder car's are powerful with ac What about the power
window system in Maruti Suzuki Alto ? Front power windows from lxi options to vxi toppend..
Maruti alto only front window automatic in all variant Only for the front windows. I am a retired
citizen, please suggest any small entry level car for my personnel use. Alto is only cc engine
and Tiago is comes with cc engine, it's power pick up with ac good than Alto. You go with Tiago
Alto new Tata tiago is more safer then alto Built quality is also very good and strong. What is
the meaning of Opt - Alto ? It has some additional features Opt. Meaning one extra airbag Opt
means manual or automatic View All Answers. How is the performance of Alto ? It's very nice
car,if u HV small family,low maintenance car My father bought alto LXI in the year , and we are
still using that car. It's the lowest maintenance required car I have ever seen. Good View All
Answers. New Santro and Alto which is best? Which is the best automatic car within 5 lakhs Alto ? Which is the best and top model of Alto ? What is the 3rd service cost of Mariti Alto ?
Company says there are rupees you have paid but it is free service and only mobil mobil change
and when we do this service outside the company we have only paid rupees. So question is that
one way company says there are free service and no labour u gave. Monthly consumption is Km
my budget 4 lakh which is best car for me? Alto k10 better mileage and premium feeling I need
car for only 5 kms run daily or 4 days in a week. I want to keep my budget low. Safety features
are required. Which model of Alto should I buy? Please suggest the model. My monthly car
consumption is to kms , so which type of fuel car should I buy petrol, diesel, CNG. My budget is
around lakhs - Alto ? Is it good - Alto ? All time hit. How can it be 5 seating capacit? Its size
change or not if yes give in details - Alto ? What are the Jobs done in 2nd service - Alto ? Oil
Chang filter change and all check up Oil changed,filters,washing, Teflon coat, Yes. Is it BS6

compliant - Alto ? Alto has bs6 variant, but if you spend few more bucks , you may get latest
spresso itself with much better boot space No it's bs4 Yesalto is BS6 View All Answers. Is oil
change in first service necessary - Alto ? Bro In every car oil change in first service is better
Because new engine drink's more oil than normal That's why you have to change engine oil and
drive in told speed limits.. I have alto bs 6 March model. From my side I have done km then
changed. No use to change to early first see the Km then change. Always prefer synthetic oil
and grade 5W 30 or15W 40 should be as per recommended. My budget is around Rs 3. What
would be the best option if there is a comparison of Alto, Alto alto Alto K Go for alto k10 bro its
a good option don't buy alto Alto vxi Alto should be good for you View All Answers. What is the
service cost per year - Alto ? Not more than rs Year View All Answers. My car has run only km in
two years what service is required and do I have to change engine oil - Alto ? Yes need to
replace the engine oil, check for the coolant, brake oil, transmission oil,spark plug replacement.
Check the coolant too. Is exchange offer is allowed? Need to ask dealer, some time may get.
Sometime during festival season Go nearest dealer View All Answers. How many km can we
drive continuously - Alto ? I am 6 feet height. How can l maintain Alto car? Alto will be May not
sutable due to height when ever you will drive you have to keep yourself little down and your
neck May started paining You can push back the seat and drive without any disturbance but the
person behind it will not be sit comfortably I am also 6 feet tall and i am very uncomfortable with
my alto. What are the pros and cons? Can I fit CNG kit? The car comes with features like reverse
parking sensors, dual airbags, ABS, seat belt pretensioner, speed reminder, honeycomb
redisigned grill, etc. However the build quality and safety of this car is very poor. Good for daily
city use View All Answers. Which Maruti Alto variant is better for new costumer like me. Who
has not driven a car till now Better go for wagonr - automatic.. I heard Baleno is totally reducing
mileage from 20 kms to 10 kms within one year of usage. To how much extent this is true - Alto
? Which variant in new Alto will be valuable? As compared to RediGo, is Alto the best choice or
not? I would say go for Alto k10 cng, if you are adjust with 4 person, in CNG model 4 person can
sit Alto better then Wagon R or not? I always go for LXI and then add on features which I want at
more discounted rate from the dealer itself. Mere paas alto lxi hai uski body niche se junk lg kar
galne lg gyi hai please koi tarika btaye uski body or junk lgne se na gale Those are value for
money But vxi is better than lxi View All Answers. I want to buy car but I am confuced. I will
drive car daily working will be km so which car is best for daily use with cosideration of mileage
and maintenance. Can i know specific reason? How different in engine capicity in loded car in
family View All Answers. Hii, kya aap mujhe Alto ke bare me kuch bata sakte hai? I would not
recommend Alto because of poor build quality, 0 star rating, I would recommend Tata Tiago
New look , face-lift, safety features better Bhai meta alto purani model hai wala View All
Answers. For how many kilometres once we need to do the service - Alto ? I need a car with low
budget for commercial perpose. How is the performence on highways - Alto ? Go to nearest
dealer Around 4. Can Alto be converted to auto transmission? No How If Yes then How and
what is the average price? Can new alto will be suitable for 6 feet tall driver with enough
legroom for passengers at back seat? Dec 19, By Team ZigWheels. All Alto News. The kerb
weight of Maruti Alto is Kg. Sunroof feature is not available in Maruti Alto Choose your city.
Popular Cities. STD Petrol Rs. STD Rs. STD Opt Rs. LXI Rs. LXI Opt Rs. VXI Rs. VXI Plus Rs.
Maruti Alto. The Suzuki Alto is a hatchback with 5 doors and a front mounted engine which
delivers its power to the front wheels. It's powered courtesy of a naturally aspirated engine of 1.
This unit features single overhead camshaft valve gear, 4 cylinder layout, and 4 valves per
cylinder. The engine delivers its power through to the wheels via a 5 speed manual gearbox.
Quoted kerb weight is kg. Consider very carefully if you need auto insurance add-ons like hire
car costs to be covered by your insurance policy. If you've found this site useful, please
consider contributing to the running of it. Suzuki Alto Alto Tweet. Suzuki auto insurance tips.
Key facts Suzuki Alto brief data What body style? Please consider donating If you've found this
site useful, please consider contributing to the running of it. Suzuki Alto specifications Suzuki
Alto data Language. Suzuki Alto Automatic. Dacia CLi Break. Daewoo Mantica Concept. Fiat
Vivace. Mazda Laputa XE Extra. All car manufacturers Suzuki specifications Alto Suzuki Alto
data. Car specs A-Z Stable 0. Login Username. Higher is better Lower is better Moreover, it has
a wheelbase of 2, mm. Suzuki Alto is a small and economical helps it maneuver through urban
traffic. The rear lights are integrated into the bumper and the headlights and turn signals are
integrated into one unit. The size of the front grille is small and it is the same on all three
models. Colored door mirrors and handles are only offered in the VXL variant. Moreover,
retractable mirrors are also only available in the VXL variant. The Alto comes with a new R06A
engine which is more efficient and powerful. The new Alto has a 3-cylinder cc engine capable of
producing up to 39 and 56 of torque. Moreover, Alto has a multipoint injection fuel distribution
system. Due to a smaller and more efficient engine, the Suzuki Alto is expected to return high

mileage per. This is crucial as the Alto cc is being targeted a class of society that values
economical cars. Estimated mileage stands between 18 to 20 Km per which is amazing. You can
get your new Alto cc in seven different colors. These include solid white, silky silver, sand
beige, pearl red, pearl black, graphite and cerulean blue. A variety of the Suzuki Alto will be
appealing to a wide number of consumers across Pakistan. However, the legacy of Suzuki as a
reliable brand and widely dispersed dealership network gives Alto a distinctive edge over Bravo
and Pearl. Best exterior and interior excellent fuel economy and performance is best in auto
gear shift this car is best as its engine is alsa best anyway car is best for buy everyone should
try this one its Reproduction of material from any PakWheels. Download App via SMS.
Download Our App Now! Learn More Why Feature your Ad? Car Finance. Suzuki Alto PKR 1,,
Suzuki Alto Suzuki Alto Exterior. Suzuki Alto Interior. View All Alto Photos. Exterior Suzuki Alto
is a small and economical helps it maneuver through urban traffic. Interior Suzuki Alto is a small
and economical helps it maneuver through urban traffic. Engine The Alto comes with a new
R06A engine which is more efficient and powerful. Mileage Due to a smaller and more efficient
engine, the Suzuki Alto is expected to return high mileage per. Colors You can get your new
Alto cc in seven different colors. Show More. Show Less. Check on-road car price calculator to
find out more. Check the complete specifications of Suzuki Alto. What is the top speed of
Suzuki Alto? Are the Alto Car parts easily available in Pakistan? United Alpha Vs. Suzuki Alto A Co Huge Increase in Price of Suzuki Al Pak Suzuki offers free registration My father is going
to buy Suzuki Alto. Which one should he buy and why? Please compare their build quality, paint
quality, transmission, security immobilizer installed or not? Hey Pakwheelers! I want a car for
inter-city traveling with max 3 family members at one time. I am thinking of buying an Alto ags.
I'll get a back camera ins Suzuki Alto VXL. Suzuki Alto Comparisons All car comparisons.
Similar Cars. Suzuki Baleno. Suzuki Cultus PKR Suzuki Mehran. Daihatsu Cuore. Hyundai
Santro. Toyota Vitz. Daihatsu Mira. Daihatsu Move. Toyota Passo. Honda Life. Chevrolet Joy.
Mitsubishi Ek Wagon. Nissan Moco. Toyota Pixis Epoch. Mazda Carol. Honda N One. Nissan
Dayz. Honda N Wgn. United Bravo PKR Prince Pearl PKR United Alpha PKR Safely Connect with
Buyers You can connect with thousands of buyers and quick search Create Quick Alerts Create
alerts quickly and get notified when new listing become available Save Your Favourite Ads
Easily save ads and accessories for a later time. Subscribe to our Newsletter. Follow Us.
Download Mobile Apps. In , Suzuki was the eleventh biggest automaker by production
worldwide. The worldwide sales volume of automobiles is the world's tenth largest, [6] while
domestic sales volume is the third largest in the country. Suzuki's domestic motorcycle sales
volume is the third largest in Japan. Business boomed as Suzuki built weaving looms for
Japan's giant silk industry. The company's first 30 years focused on the development and
production of these machines. Despite the success of his looms, Suzuki believed that his
company would benefit from diversification and he began to look at other products. Based on
consumer demand, he decided that building a small car would be the most practical new
venture. The project began in , and within two years Suzuki had completed several compact
prototype cars. These first Suzuki motor vehicles were powered by a then-innovative,
liquid-cooled, four-stroke, four-cylinder engine. It had a cast aluminum crankcase and gearbox
and generated 13 horsepower 9. With the onset of World War II, production plans for Suzuki's
new vehicles were halted when the government declared civilian passenger cars a
"non-essential commodity. Loom production was given a boost when the U. Suzuki's fortunes
brightened as orders began to increase from domestic textile manufacturers. But the joy was
short-lived as the cotton market collapsed in Faced with this colossal challenge, Suzuki
returned to the production of motor vehicles. After the war, the Japanese had a great need for
affordable, reliable personal transportation. A number of firms began offering "clip-on"
gas-powered engines that could be attached to the typical bicycle. Suzuki's first two-wheeled
vehicle was a bicycle fitted with a motor called, the "Power Free. By , Suzuki was producing 6,
motorcycles per month and his company had officially changed its name to Suzuki Motor Co.
Following the success of his first motorcycles, Suzuki created an even more successful
automobile: the Suzuki Suzulight. The Suzulight sold with front-wheel drive, four-wheel
independent suspension and rack-and-pinion steering, which were not common on cars until
three decades later. Volkswagen held a This situation did not last, as Suzuki accused
Volkswagen of not sharing promised technology while Volkswagen objected to a deal where
Suzuki purchased diesel engines from Fiat. The company was founded by Michio Suzuki ; its
current Chairman is Osamu Suzuki , [13] the fourth adopted son-in-law in a row to run the
company, [14]. The Suzuki Loom Company started in as a manufacturer of looms for weaving
silk and cotton. Michio Suzuki was intent on making better, more user-friendly looms and, for 30
years his focus was on the development of these machines. Michio's desire to diversify into
automotive products was interrupted by World War II. Even after producing its first car in the

company didn't have an automobile division until Maruti Suzuki was born as a Government of
India -led company named Maruti Udyog Limited, with Suzuki as a minor partner, to make lower
priced cars for middle class Indians. Over the years, the product range has widened and
ownership has changed hands as the customer has evolved. Maruti was the first model
launched by the company in followed by mini-van Maruti Omni in Maruti Gypsy , launched in ,
came into widespread use with the Indian Army and Indian Police Service becoming its primary
customers. The short-lived Maruti was replaced by Maruti Esteem in Maruti Zen , launched in ,
was the company's second compact car model. It was later replaced by the Suzuki SX4. The
SX4 further was replaced by Ciaz. In , Maruti Alto was launched. On 14 February , Maruti
announced that it had achieved one million total accumulated production volume of the Alto.
The Alto has reached the million units mark in just seven years and five months since its launch
in September The last half of the million was achieved in 25 months. The Alto became the third
car by Maruti Suzuki stable to cross the million units mark, following the Maruti and the Omni.
Maruti Exports Limited is Maruti's exporting subsidiary and, as such, does not operate in the
domestic Indian market except in its capacity as an exporter for Maruti Suzuki and for the
international Suzuki Motor Corporation as well as their other affiliates. The first commercial
consignment of cars were sent to Hungary. By sending a consignment of cars to the same
country, Maruti crossed the benchmark of 3,, cars. Since its inception export was one of the
aspects the government has been keen to encourage. American Suzuki headquarters is in Brea ,
California. The company announced in November that it would stop selling cars in the United
States. This model was initially sold as a 3-door hatchback and would be Chevrolet 's smallest
model. The Samurai was also introduced in for the model year and was the first car introduced
to the United States by the newly created American Suzuki Corp. No other Japanese company
sold more cars in the United States in its first year than Suzuki. The Samurai was available as a
convertible or hardtop and the company slogan was Never a Dull Moment. The Samurai was
successful until Consumer Reports alleged the Samurai of being susceptible to roll over in a
test. This led to a much publicized lawsuit , not settled until A new small SUV called the
Sidekick was also introduced in Negative evaluations from Consumer Reports of the Suzuki
Samurai led to some temporary setbacks at American Suzuki as annual sales in the following
years dropped to below 20, units. In , American Suzuki introduced the Esteem and redesigned
the Swift. These models were the first Suzuki vehicles to be marketed in North America with
dual front airbags. A station wagon version of the Esteem was introduced in Worldwide Suzuki
production reached more than , cars this [ which? The Sidekick was replaced by the Vitara and
the Grand Vitara for The XL-7 was introduced in as a stretched version of the Grand Vitara. The
XL-7 had a larger 2. This would be Suzuki's largest vehicle to date. The Swift was dropped from
the model lineup in and the Esteem was replaced in by the new Aerio , which was offered as a
4-door sedan and 5-door crossover with 4-wheel drive as an option. The Forenza gained station
wagon and hatchback body style in , with the hatchback sold under the Reno name. Despite a
difficult domestic US automarket, Suzuki kept pace with its sales numbers in In however, Suzuki
sales dropped In November , Suzuki announced that its US division would file for bankruptcy
and would stop selling automobiles in the United States. The combination of a strong yen and
Suzuki's own limited offering of models has been blamed for the downturn. The new company
assumed the assets including production facilities of Awami Autos Limited. PSMCL started
commercial operations in January with the primary objective of passenger cars, pick ups, vans
and 4x4 vehicles. The groundbreaking ceremony of the company's green field automobile plant
at Bin Qasim was performed by the then Prime Minister of Pakistan in early On completion of
first phase of this plant in early , in-house assembly Suzuki engines started. In September the
company was privatized and placed directly under the Japanese Management. The Bin Qasim
Plant further expanded its production capacity to 50, vehicles per year in July and , vehicles had
been manufactured at this plant by December In , Suzuki Canada announced that it would follow
the US division and stop selling automobiles in Canada after the model year. Suzuki Canada will
continue to provide parts and services to vehicles through dealer network, as well as selling
motorcycles, ATV and outboard motors. The company is located in Jakarta , Indonesia and
specialized in manufacturing Suzuki vehicles for the local market. Suzuki has done its first
activities on the Indonesian market in about its import firm PT. Six years later they were built the
manufacturing facility in Jakarta which is the oldest part of the Indomobil Group. Their first
product was the ST20 Carry introduced in , it saw extensive use as an Angkot. The company
has a manufacturing plant at Gurgaon, Haryana having the annual capacity of 5,40, units [].
Since , Suzuki has shared or produced automobiles for other manufacturers around the world.
All Maruti models since the Esteem [ citation needed ] are referred as Maruti Suzuki. Suzuki
started manufacturing motorcycles in , the first models being motorized bicycles. A large factor
in Suzuki's success in two-stroke competition was the East German Grand Prix racer Ernst

Degner , who defected to the West in , [] bringing with him expertise in two-stroke engines from
the East German manufacturer MZ. The secrets Degner brought with him were the work of
Walter Kaaden , who combined three crucial technologies for the first time: the boost port, [] []
the expansion chamber , and the rotary valve. In the s, Suzuki established themselves in the
motorcycle racing world with Barry Sheene Marco Lucchinelli Franco Uncini winning world
championships in the premier cc class. In , Suzuki partnered with Nanjing Jincheng Machinery
to create a Chinese motorcycle manufacturer and exporter called Jincheng Suzuki. Suzuki
continued to compete in MotoGP and last won the title in the season. On 18 November , Suzuki
announced that the GP racing was suspended, partly due to natural disasters and recession,
until Suzuki is a major sponsor of luge , biathlon , and cross country skiing sporting events.
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Suzuki cars. Japanese multinational
corporation. This article is about the Japanese car company. For other uses, see Suzuki
disambiguation. Romanized name. Traded as. Hamamatsu , Shizuoka. Operating income. Net
income. This article is in list format, but may read better as prose. You can help by converting
this article , if appropriate. Editing help is available. April Main article: Maruti Suzuki. Main
article: Suzuki Indomobil Motor. Main article: Suzuki Motorcycle India Limited. Kosai Plant ,
Shirasuka, Kosai-shi, Shizuoka. Iwata Plant , Iwai, Iwata-shi, Shizuoka. Sagara Plant
automobiles and engines , Shirai, Makinohara-shi, Shizuoka. India: Becharaji , Mehsana ,
Gujarat. Gurugram and Manesar , Gurgaon , Haryana. Pakistan: Pak Suzuki Karachi , Sindh.
China: Jincheng Suzuki Nanjing , Jiangsu. Jinan Qingqi Suzuki Jinan , Shandong. Changzhou
Haojue Suzuki Changzhou , Jiangsu. Thanyaburi , Pathum Thani. Suzuki Motor Thailand.
Rayong Plant, Rayong. Vietnam: Vietnam Suzuki Corp. Philippines: Suzuki Philippines Inc.
Calamba, Laguna. Cambodia: Cambodia Suzuki Motor Co. Sangkat Chom Chao, Phnom Penh.
Myanmar: Suzuki Myanmar Motor Co. Brazil: J. Toledo da Amazonia Manaus , Amazonas. Egypt:
Suzuki Egypt S. Taiwan: Prince Motors Co. This section is in list format, but may read better as
prose. You can help by converting this section , if appropriate. February Main article: List of
Suzuki motorcycles. Companies portal. Suzuki Motor Corporation. Retrieved 2 February
Retrieved 6 May This pronunciation is used by the Suzuki company in marketing campaigns
directed towards English-speakers. Global Suzuki. Archived from the original on 24 October
Retrieved 5 September Retrieved 17 May Automotive News S72 2. Discovery Channel. Discovery
Communications, LLC. Archived from the original Video on 2 January Retrieved 23 August
Google Finance. Japan Daily Press. Archived from the original on 17 October Retrieved 17 April
Even the most prominent businesses like Toyota and Suzuki, camera-maker Canon and soy
sauce firm Kikkoman have a tradition of adopting sons to continue the family business. The
Auto Channel. Retrieved 5 October Motorcyclist Magazine. Car Market? MSN Autos. Archived
from the original on 7 October Retrieved 21 August Suzuki's American division, famous for
motorcycles and ATVs, is struggling mightily to sell cars. Canadian Business. American Suzuki
filed for bankruptcy on 5 November Suzuki Canada scrambled to reassure dealers, employees
and customers it would drive safely past the wreckage. That was wishful thinking. Retrieved 18
August Motorcycle â€” Global Suzuki. Archived from the original on 6 October Society of
Automotive Engineers of Japan, Inc. Archived from the original on 2 October Retrieved 12
September This was Japan's first proper 4-wheeled minicar. It was released in October with a
2-stroke, cc engine. The 'Suzu' of the name was an abbreviation of its manufacturer, Suzuki, and
'light' indicated both the nimble operation of the car and evoked an image of illumination. The
Suzulight was the first Japanese vehicle to successfully mount a 2-stroke engine in a 4-wheeled
car, and it was also the first wholly Japanese vehicle to use a front-engine front-wheel drive set
up. MSN Canada. Retrieved 25 August Given the current global economic downturn, all bets are
off on reaching its sales target, but Suzuki's Canadian operation is currently operating with the
throttle wide open nevertheless. Economic Bulletin of Senshu University in Japanese. Tokyo,
Japan. Motorcycles â€” Global Suzuki. Archived from the original on 8 March Retrieved 19
August The official Isle of Man TT website. Isle of Man Department of Economic Development.
Retrieved 24 August The two-lap 50cc race was regarded as a bit of a giggle by some cynics,
but they could not have been proved more wrong as the Grand Prix battles between Suzuki,
Honda and Kreidler spilled on to the Mountain Course. History was made in the 50cc race,
which was increased to three laps after the previous year's success. Motorcycle USA. Suzuki
was in a unique position though. In addition to celebrating its 50th year in , it also saw the end
of automobile production in the States following approval of bankruptcy filings in March. Its
styling was ahead of its time, which assured its favorable reception. Archived from the original
on 4 October TT Retrieved 26 August The Weekly Times. Retrieved 4 September The original
Jimny, the LJ10, was unveiled in Japan in â€” although it first appeared in Australia in as the
LJ20, powered by a cc water-cooled two-stroke engine. Archived from the original on 6 February
This motorcycle had a water-cooled, 2-stroke, 3-cylinder engine that provided good acceleration

over a wide speed range from low to high. Technologies developed for Grand Prix racing were
incorporated into the body structure and brakes. Easily visible meters and other features were
also provided. Archived from the original on 11 November This masterpiece of ambition was
equipped with a water-cooled, single-rotor Wankel rotary engine. The RE-5 gained popularity all
over the world for its completely unique design by Giorgetto Giugiaro, as well as its peripheral
port system and twin mufflers. Suzuki Philippines Inc. Since , Suzuki came into the Philippine
motoring scene through the able management of Rufino D. Antonio and Associates Inc wherein
they handled nationwide distribution of Suzuki motorcycles. Pak Suzuki Motor Co. Archived
from the original on 24 September Retrieved 14 September Nihon Keizai Shimbun. Tokyo: 7.
Archived from the original on 9 March Tokyo: 1. AutoWeb News. Archived from the original on
22 March Retrieved 2 September Marking a new beginning for the giant Japanese car,
motorcycle and marine manufacturer in Australia, the new purpose-built complex will be in
Melbourne rather than Sydney, the company's home for 18 years. Archived from the original on
2 January The New York Times. The companies hope to gain an edge in the increasingly
competive [sic] market for small, fuel-efficient cars with an engine displacement of 1, cubic
centimeters and under. The agreement provides for each of the three companies to acquire
shares in the other companies and to offer mutual technological and marketing assistance. AOL
Inc. GM has held an equity stake in Suzuki since , when it purchased approximately 5. GM's
stake was diluted to 3. In , GM sold a Archived from the original on 7 February MSN Autos
Canada. Archived from the original on 27 December Retrieved 3 September Though the Samurai
wasn't the first Suzuki off-roader to be sold in Canada, it was more popular. Arriving in , the
rugged and affordable ute quickly became popularity. Unfortunately its high centre of gravity
and quick steering made it prone to rollovers. Sales ended in Canada in , but continued in the U.
In Suzuki continued to enjoy a developing level of success in the domestic market, but it was
with the export of the SJ that the company really broke into new markets. Archived from the
original on 26 September Retrieved 11 September Suzuki Motor Corp owns Business Recorder.
Retrieved 7 September A year later, the Company started its operations, which were initially
limited to the assembly and marketing of Suzuki FX. Tokyo: The Express Tribune. Years ago
some clean shaved kind hearted Japanese men come down to Karachi â€” better known as the
'city of no-lights' located in the 'country of no-lights' with the same aim as Tata. Archived from
the original on 1 September While the public was still enamoured with the three-wheel layout,
Suzuki figured a fourth wheel couldn't hurt. While three-wheelers are nimble and agile, their
triangular arrangement made them prone to rollover accidents. The fourth wheel dramatically
reduced the risk of toppling over, creating what we recognize today as an ATV. The Suzuki RGG
was the dream machine of road bikes, developed using technologies that Suzuki had
accumulated on the Grand Prix racing circuit. Every imaginable technology was packed into the
machine, including the first aluminum square-pipe frame in the world to be used on a
mass-market motorcycle. Green Car Reports. The last time the American market saw a Suzuki
Swift was in Some of you might not remember the Swift, but you might recall its very close
cousin the Geo Metro. The Suzuki Swift was originally named the Suzuki Cultus and first
introduced to the Japanese market in From on, the Cultus was marketed in seven countries
under several different nameplates, the best-known of which were Suzuki Swift and Geo Metro.
Since we have been without the Swift nameplate, but recent news has pointed to the return of
the Suzuki Swift for Retrieved 9 September The first shipload of fuel-efficient, horsepower cars,
called the Cultus, left for the United States from central Japan on Sunday, he said. But because
the cars are Japanese-made, they fell under that country's United States import quotas and the
government allowed G. Orlando Sentinel. When the Suzuki Samurai entered the United States in
late Its handling at highway speeds was frightening. And it was noisy Today the Samurai is
selling at the impressive rate of 8, vehicles per month, largely to younger buyers, 25 and under.
It's also appearing before a growing number of juries in court cases stemming from roll-over
accidents Suzuki says its first-generation Samurai vehicles are safe. The plaintiffs disagree.
Presumably, the courts will decide who's right. Samurai sales, which had been running at 5, to
6, a month for the first five months of the year, dipped to 2, in June after the Consumers Union
report. That allowed dealers to cut prices aggressively, and at the same time Suzuki increased
its advertising. The Suzuki GSX-R came onto the market equipped with the styling and
mechanisms of endurance-racing motorcycles. Suzuki incorporated into this mass-market
vehicle technologies that it had developed through its racing experience, and it became a
best-seller in the cc class. Sales reached one million in and the three million mark was passed
in However, expansion of Suzuki's subcompact lineup and the increasing popularity of RV-style
subcompacts like Suzuki's own Type R slowed production of the Alto. Los Angeles Times.
Retrieved 15 September Analysts said Suzuki will be the pioneer in the 'mini-sport utility'
market, a segment in which the domestic companies have announced no plans to compete. The

Big Three U. But in our campaign, you won't see any reference to what kind of car it is. Let the
buyer define it. About Us. Archived from the original on 14 August Retrieved 14 August Unlike
three other Asian auto plants being built in Canada, the companies said they have agreed to
abide by a treaty between the United States and Canada requiring greater Canadian content in
cars produced here. Mazda Motor Corporation. Edmunds Inc. But before the Toyota and Honda
SUVs were even a gleam in product planners' eyes, Suzuki had virtually invented the compact
soft-roader market with the debut of the Escudo in Japan and launched a year later in the U.
Also Monday, American Suzuki announced its automobile lineup. The Samurai is being
de-emphasized, with fewer models and options being offered. Meanwhile, the Sidekickâ€”a
squat version of the Samurai with a lower center of gravity, is being offered in several new
configurations. As last year, there will be three models of the Swift. Car Market Within Reach".
Chicago Tribune. GM's joint venture in Canada with Suzuki, called Cami Automotive, is
expected to provide another , utility vehicles a year to the U. The plant is scheduled to open in
April. Magyar Suzuki Zrt. Retrieved 13 September Japanese auto makers have started marketing
mini-vehicles with upgraded standards, bolstering prospects for recovery of the mini-car
market, industry sources said today. The Suzuki Motor Corporation began the first major
Japanese investment in Eastern Europe today, signing a joint venture project that will start
producing hatchback passenger cars at a former Soviet military base in northern Hungary next
year. Bloomberg Businessweek. But its rivals were introducing cars with newer technology.
New Zealand Herald. Looking like the runt of the litter from an unholy union between a Mazda
MX-5 and a Dodge Viper, the Cappuccino was a rear-wheel drive convertible that featured a
removable roof and roll bar and was powered by a mighty cc three-cylinder engine. It was
produced from until and a few are still visible on local roads, but now it seems there is a rumour
doing the rounds that Suzuki is considering reviving its little RWD hero for a launch in ! The
Economist. Under the terms of the joint venture, Suzuki and the government take turns in
nominating MUL's managing director, for five years at a time. The present boss, Ravindra
Bhargava, was Suzuki's choice. His term runs out this month, and the government and Suzuki
cannot agree on his successor. The head of the Japanese firm, Osamu Suzuki, has been invited
to India to help make the final decision. Even if a compromise is reached, this may be just a
preliminary skirmish in a battle for control. Retrieved 18 September Suzuki formed Wangjian
Suzuki Motorcycle Co. China Auto News. The Suzuki Alto 20th Anniversary Edition has been
launched on the China car market, price starts at Best thing: it comes only in Pink! The pinky
special edition celebrates the 20th birthday of the Chang'an-Suzuki joint venture that started
making the second generation Suzuki Alto in June Archived from the original on 18 September
The Wagon R has a short bonnet and a tall body style. Featuring upright seats for ease of
ingress and egress, its spacious passenger compartment accommodates 4 adults. It has a fully
flat luggage compartment with a generous amount of space. The Wagon R has a highly rigid
body and a wide field of vision and demonstrates its environmental consciousness by adopting
the new Ra refrigerant. Archived from the original on 6 May Suzuki called it the Wagon R.
Launched in late , Aoshima's creation became Japan's car of the decade. It accommodates four
adults and luggage, and has seats that recline, fold flat into a bed or tuck away to maximize
storage space. Every Japanese minicar maker borrowed the Wagon R concept, and it appeared
later in the two Mercedes designs, the A-class and the Smart. The Hindu. Retrieved 19
September The first Maruti vehicle, a Maruti , was rolled out on 14 December The first million
was reached in March while the second million was completed in October The three millionth
vehicle was rolled out in June while the four millionth vehicle was manufactured in April , the
last million being the fastest, coming in just two years. The Independent. Last month, Suzuki,
owners of 84 per cent of Andalusia's only car plant, Santana Motor, announced a 'suspension of
payments' â€” its liquidity could not cover its short-term debts. It said it would not invest
another peseta, that a new investor would have to come up with 38 billion pesetas around
pounds m and that 60 per cent of Santana's 2, workers would have to go. The financial
newspaper Investment said the factory, located in the Bien Hoa industrial zone north of Ho Chi
Minh City, had set a production goal of 10, trucks and 30, motorcycles per year. The venture's
product will be sold locally in Viet Nam and exported. Viet Nam News. VietNamNet Bridge.
Suzuki has been operating in Vietnam since with the construction of a motorcycle and
automobile plant in Long Binh Techno Park in Dong Nai Province. In , it built a new motorcycle
plant to meet demands from the expanding market in Vietnam with an annual output of 80, units,
also in Long Binh Techno Park. Recreational Boating Building Industry. Polson Enterprises.
Retrieved 20 September Suzuki also qualifies as a four-stroke innovator, having won the
American marine industry's top prize last year for its and horsepower models. Tests show that
Suzuki has better acceleration than its competitors. In fact, Suzuki's engines have proved to be
so good that the company now makes all the four-strokes for Outboard Marine Corp. The auto

manufacturer released what it said was evidence that CU, which publishes Consumer Reports
magazine, rigged results in to make the vehicle look bad and boost magazine sales. In its
comment on roll-over standards, presented to the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration yesterday, the car maker included an affidavit from a former Consumers Union
test mechanic that after the car failed to tip after several runs, a senior Consumers Reports
editor in effect instructed the testers to find someone who could make the car go up on two
wheels. Suzuki said a videotape of the test, obtained from Consumers Union under a court
procedure, also reveals a car tester yelling, 'All right, Ricky baby! India Today. It hopes to use
Suzuki as a springboard to increase its presence there. Rediff on the Net. The government has
signed a memorandum of understanding and settlement with the Suzuki Motor Corporation
under which appointments of chairmen and managing directors of their joint venture, Maruti
Udyog Limited, will be made only after mutual consultation. Changan Suzuki Automobile Co.
Chongqing Changan Automobile Company Limited. Archived from the original on 21 September
Changan Suzuki is mainly engaged in four products series: LingYang came to market in June ;
Swift came to market in April ; TianYu SX4 sedan came to market by the end of and SX4
hatchback came to market in March ; new Alto came to market in September Retrieved 16
February Asahi Shimbun. The maker had produced motorcycles and small commercial vehicles
in Myanmar under a joint company with a state-backed enterprise since , when the country was
ruled by a military government. Myanmar Suzuki Motor Co. The company was founded in and is
based in Yangon, Myanmar. And after nearly 30 years on these shores, the company had failed
to craft much of an identity among American consumers. In China, Malaysia and elsewhere,
Suzukis are seen as cheap yet stylish transportation, an image that it could never build here.
Suzuki's models were never top of their class in any particular measure; the year battle with
Consumer Reports over its pillory of the Suzuki Samurai didn't help. Among motorcycle
enthusiasts, the Suzuki Hayabusa remains legend as the world's fastest production bike, but
Suzuki never found a way to translate the enthusiasm for its two-wheeled products to those
with four. Society of Automotive Engineers of Japan. Archived from the original on 16 October
Retrieved 16 October High-speed plated cylinders were used for the engine, and excellent
piston cooling efficiency was achieved through the use of a compact and lightweight cylinder
block and crankshaft. The multi-reflector low beam and projector high beam were
characteristically laid out one above the other. Large air intakes to introduce boost pressure
were laid out on both sides of the lights in locations that maximize running wind pressure. This
contributed to greatly increased horsepower and torque. A large capacity clutch helped to
realize fine gear engagement and light clutch feeling. The aerodynamic performance was
optimized by an elaborate design around the cowling featuring a one-piece front fender, air
intakes, and the like, as well as by optimal layout of the radiator and oil cooler. Retrieved 2
October American Suzuki Motor Corp. Suzuki will be responsible for directing all of Brea-based
American Suzuki's operations, including its automotive, motorcycle and marine divisions.
Suzuki began his career with Suzuki Motor Corp. He joined Suzuki Canada Inc. He launched
Suzuki Motor's automotive division operations in Canada. In a March letter to employees, the
year-old Rick Suzuki wrote that he would step down 'to bear responsibility' for the automaker's
poor sales and earnings. No timeframe was given for his departure. Generations of GM History.
GM Heritage Center. Archived from the original on 4 April Retrieved 30 September Also unveiled
in Switzerland for the Geneva show and likely to come to America: the Suzuki Liana, a five-door
compact minivan-like vehicle known in Japan as the Aerio. The Liana, based on the Suzuki
Esteem, will come in front-wheel-drive and all-wheel-drive configurations. Fleet News. Bauer
Automotive. SUZUKI is claiming its new hatchback will bring unbeatable value to the compact
business car sector when it is launched this month. Archived from the original on 13 October
The Suzuki Choinori was developed to be mainly used for short journeys for commuting and
shopping. The appropriate engine output, body structure, and required functions were reviewed
from the basic design phase in pursuit of mass reduction, rationalization of parts, and high
quality. Such rationalization, including a reduction in the number of parts tightened by nuts and
bolts, enabled the Choinori to be sold at the low price of 59, yen. Colored resin was used for
plastic parts to provide 6 body colors without the need for painting. A new high-speed cylinder
plating technology was introduced for the newly developed 4-stroke engine to enable
high-speed processing at low cost. Suzuki hired its first 60 production workers 24 of them with
the Coosa Valley certification in and another last year. Production is running at all-terrain
vehicles a day, with a 0. Last year almost 60, quads came off the line. The Japan Times. In fact,
the joint project between Suzuki and Fiat is one of the fruits of its relations with GM, which
owns 20 percent stakes in both the Japanese and the Italian carmakers. Introduced to the
United States in , the Suzuki Samurai made an instant name for itself with a combination of
bargain-basement pricing and real off-road ability, even if it only had 62 hp under the square

hood. The good times ended a few years later when Consumer Reports ran the photo above,
warning the Samurai 'easily' rolls over in sharp turns. That story sent Samurai sales plunging,
and Suzuki filed a libel suit against the magazine in , a year after halting Samurai sales in the
face of tougher safety standards. The joint statement said Consumer Reports' use of the adverb
'easily' in describing the Samurai's tendency to roll over might 'have been misconstrued and
misunderstood. Global Suzuki News. Suzuki Motor Company. Retrieved 10 September We also
introduce our recently established brand philosophy 'Way of Life! It is also to show, with this
phrase, our devotion to creating cars that will bring true customer satisfaction. The Geneva
Motor Show presents the ideal opportunity to introduce both our new Swift compact, as well as
our fresh new brand philosophy, which we've chosen to call 'Way of Life! Suzuki Canada. Svb
Automotores do Brasil. The all-new SX4 features a versatile, rigid five-door design, a standard
all-wheel-drive system and for the U. Suzuki still has a long way to go to become a household
word as far as four-wheel vehicles go, but they're now better prepared to take on the big dogs
with vehicles like the XL7. The trick is to get customers into their showrooms and, as a
corollary, for potential customers to find those dealers. The Guardian. Retrieved 1 October For
the first time, Suzuki sold more cars in India than in Japan during the first half of the fiscal year
and by March will be making nearly 1 million cars a year in the country. Associated Press. The
announcement of the timetable for production of the Suzuki truck at Nissan's plant in
Tennessee coincided Tuesday with Suzuki officials saying the company would build a new
compact hatchback in India that will be sold worldwide. Suzuki Global News. In the U. Suzuki's
U. In , Rick Suzuki, the grandson of the company founder, predicted U. Unfortunately for ASMC
employees, Rick Suzuki also wrote in the letter that due to the fact the company reported
operating losses in , it will reduce its U. The Commercial Appeal. The Nissan Frontier is ideally
suited as the basis for the Equator, which is scheduled to arrive later this year. Its compact
dimensions slightly larger than a Ford Ranger and just a touch smaller than the mid-size Toyota
Tacoma neatly fits Suzuki's small-car-focused lineup, yet its solid body-on-frame construction
and impressive power from an available V6 give it tremendous versatility. Archived from the
original on 5 June In the deal, which is subject to regulatory approval and is expected to close
in January, Volkswagen will purchase Suzuki will invest up to half of that amount received from
Volkswagen into shares of Volkswagen. Japan Times. Retrieved 16 January Archived from the
original on 29 June Rome News-Tribune. Rod Lopusnak, U. VW appears to have had a hidden
agenda, which was to bring Suzuki into its group as an affiliate. Such an intention was revealed
in VW's annual report published in March that listed Suzuki as a consolidated entity within the
group. This 'Freudian slip' caused shockwaves in Hamamatsu and was the last straw for
Chairman Suzuki. Suzuki, a specialist in building small cars profitably for emerging markets,
said on Thursday it initiated arbitration procedures with the International Chamber of
Commerce International Court of Arbitration in London. A spokesman for Volkswagen reiterated
that the company believed there was 'no legal basis whatsoever obliging us to surrender our
shares. The Wall Street Journal. Retrieved 3 October For Suzuki, the new Indonesia plant is part
of a campaign to expand rapidly in Asian markets outside Japan, and to solidify its lead in India.
While the company remains committed to its home market, sluggish demand and intense
competition there have led itâ€”and most other Japanese auto makersâ€”to seek growth
abroad. The yen's rise to record highs against the dollar has made exports from Japan less
competitive, so the makers are ramping up production elsewhere. Leicester Mercury. Archived
from the original on 29 October Retrieved 26 October It is a big step towards the mass
production of automotive fuel cell systems. Given the rash of publicity that has been mounting
around the already-certified, ready-to-go Suzuki was granted Whole Vehicle Type Approval in
March for the Burgman Burgman FC scooter, it will almost certainly be the new company's first
commercial product. The Nation. The launch of the model, designed to run more than 20
kilometres per litre of fuel, followed a similar launch by Mitsubishi Motors Thailand of its new
Mirage model on Tuesday. Five Japanese automobile manufacturers won tax privileges to
design and produce compact, fuel-efficient passenger cars for the domestic and export market.
Suzuki said that its 'automotive division was facing a number of serious challenges,' including
the low sales volume, a dearth of models, the unfavorable exchange rate between the U. Car and
Driver. Roadracing World. Cycle News. Archived from the original on 22 August The Globe And
Mail. The revenue from selling about 5, vehicles, as Suzuki did in Canada last year, do not come
close to covering the costs of designing and developing vehicles for a market this size, along
with meeting regulatory requirements that are different than those of the company's other large
markets such as Japan and India. Despite Suzuki's departure from the U. The SX4 has been one
of Suzuki's most popular offerings, and the latest iteration continues to be a five-passenger
vehicle, based on a front-drive unibody platform, but it's substantially bigger than the current
model, with a much more contemporary look and upscale interior furnishings. Automotive

News. Crain Communications, Inc. Retrieved 17 October Company exiting U. Business Wire.
Clarkson of the U. Retrieved 3 November Suzuki Motor Corp DE have resumed talks on how to
resolve a dispute about a partnership deal. Retrieved 24 October The motorcycle manufacturer
says corrosion of the front brake piston may generate gas within the brake system, reducing
stopping power. There was no mention of any accidents related to the problem. Autocar
Professional. Retrieved 25 April The highlights of the latest Suzuki Carry small commercial
vehicle are more cargo capacity, increased comfort and improved performance. Wall Street
Journal. Retrieved 28 August Retrieved 20 May Retrieved 29 December Archived from the
original on 26 January Archived from the original on 15 December Archived from the original on
25 February Archived from the original on 24 May Retrieved 5 November December Auto Sales".
Retrieved 19 April Archived from the original on 16 July Hell for Leather. Archived from the
original on 24 November Retrieved 21 January The deal marks the demise of a nearly
three-decade relationship between the two companies and gives GM full control of the factory.
Arsip mobil kita: Tamasya sejarah seabad perjalanan mobil di Indonesia [ Our cars archive:
Sightseeing through a century of the car in Indonesia ] in Indonesian. Jakarta: PT Temprint.
Pikiran Rakyat: Otokir Plus in Indonesian. Bandung , Indonesia : Retrieved 26 September
Archived from the original on 12 July Retrieved 13 July MotorTrend Magazine. Source Interlink
Media. Retrieved 30 October Although Suzuki's American lineup offered little to quicken our
collective pulse, the company did show a few occasional flashes of genius abroad, showing
there were still a few enthusiasts trapped within the corporate walls. Sydney Morning Herald.
Retrieved 31 October Of all the Japanese brands, Suzuki is probably best placed to produce
'personal mobility devices'. After all, it is famous for making motorcycles as well as clever small
cars. It's a dream for now, but Suzuki already produces a small motorised buggy for the elderly,
so maybe this isn't so far away after all. Take those wheeled pods. For the third Tokyo show in
succession, the latest variation on the theme was revealed: the i-Real. This is a motorised chair
that leans back as it speeds up, and leans into corners. Its name suggests that Toyota is
serious about this device. Do you think it could work? No, nor do I. The Pixy part is, again, a
three-wheeled, single-seater pod, this time weatherproof with a windscreen and roof, two of
which can dock inside the Suzuki Sharing Coach SSC for higher speeds and longer drives.
Electricity comes from a hydrogen fuel cell and solar energy, and the SSC recharges the Pixies
as it drives along. Suzuki says a derivative of the Concept-X will be built sometime in By then,
the steering wheel, which resembles one you would see on a jet, will most likely be cut from the
plan. San Francisco Chronicle. The midsize crossover SUV is stylish, roomy and versatile,
lending itself ideally to its intended purpose. Global News. Suzuki Motor Corp. The Motor
Report. Whether the Regina will replace the Alto is unclear, but Suzuki has at least confirmed
that the new concept offers a preview of its next-generation city-car plans. The current Alto is
less than three years old, so a replacement is likely sometime away. Car and Driver Blog. Hearst
Communications Inc. Suzuki may be struggling to maintain much of a presence in the U. Indeed,
we could see the cars it's showing at the Tokyo auto show being received well in global
marketsâ€”and there's one in particular that we wouldn't mind seeing here. A rundown of the
quartet follows. Independent Online. The Regina concept will be unveiled at the Tokyo Motor
Show in Japan early next month, alongside an even stranger little creature called the Q-concept.
Model Engine News. Retrieved 10 October It has been used with outstanding success by the M.
Karimun Wagon R. Archived from the original on 9 December Retrieved 11 July Motor Cycle
News. Bauer Media. Most remarkable of all, Suzuki and the other Japanese factories only built
winning two-strokes after Suzuki paid star MZ rider Degner a king's ransom to defect from East
to West and sell Kaaden's hard-earned secrets. Retrieved 28 November Dorna Sports. Cycle
World Blog. Bonnier Corp. In the September, , issue of CW, Suzuki ran an ad for the X6 Hustler ,
a ferociously quick cc piston-port Twin with six speeds and "Posi-Force" oil injection. What
made the ad stick in my mind all these years was the copywriter's line at the top: "We've
invented a very fast way to lose 70 lbs. Jay Leno's Garage. NBC Studio, Inc. When Suzuki
introduced the X6 in the fall of , it caused an immediate sensation. Developed with the goal of
captivating the U. The bike featured Suzuki's first ever tubular steel double-cradle frame, and its
air-cooled two-stroke sleeved aluminum cylinder engine was capable of just about mph.
Surprisingly sophisticated, this little engine achieved hp per one liter cylinder volume, which
meant it could outrun most of the bigger, faster bikes on the road. It featured automatic oil
injection, but more importantly, it was the first six speed motorcycle ever to go into full
production. Immediate Media Company. Retrieved 7 October We can be pretty certain that
whatever the new machine turns out to be, it won't follow the mechanical pattern of the original
Hustlers, which were cc two-stroke parallel twins. Suzuki's new cc four-stroke twin, as used in
the naked Inazuma, might be a good choice. Whatever the case, reports indicate that the update
could be heavily influenced by the classic T20 and T Hustlers which became such an iconic part

of the brand itself. The Art of the Motorcycle. Guggenheim Museum. The T metamorphosed into
the GT which had better brakes, suspension, electronic ignition â€” and less performance. Even
so, the GT and T are very much siblings. Together the two models had a production life of over
9 years and this means that there are still many thousands of Ts in use. The motor, tuned for
torque, was a dream. Pulling stupendously high gearing, the T was cruising round the banking
at over mph â€” with speed still in reserve. Now, touring round at the back of the field was
forgotten. The Star Online. Star Publications M Bhd. Efforts are being made to tell the story of
two Suzuki T motorcycles which were once the workhorse of our traffic police. VerticalScope
Inc. The proverbial light switch. What made this problem even more pronounced, was that the
'jump' never happened at the same rpm twice in a row. When it was cold, it might hit earlier. As
the engine warmed up, it might jump or rpm later. But you could never predict exactly when.
Helmet Venture Inc. Archived from the original on 14 February Imagine having an amazing
amount of horsepower you could turn on instantly like a light switch. Now, imagine never quite
knowing when that light switch is going to suddenly flick on and accelerate you forward to the
point of making the Kessle Run in less than 12 parsecs. Also, you're off-road and it's Motocross
Action Magazine. Hi-Torque Publications, Inc. Archived from the original on 8 October It would
scare you. I take that back. If you expected bad things to happen, it never disappointed you.
Once, at a night race on a '74 model, I thought someone was trying to pass me on my left side; it
turns out that the back of my TM was swapping so bad that I could see it in my peripheral
vision. Down a rough straight, the TM resembled a fish flopping on a beach. Pelican Guano
Motorsports. Retrieved 11 October The '75 was the first year for the RM series. It actually was
only made for 6 months as the TM was in production at the beginning of the year and at the year
end Suzuki introduced the new RM series. Dirt Bike Magazine. Archived from the original on 12
October The liquid-cooled RM of reigns supreme as the best of the year. It's faster, lighter and
has better suspension than anything in the class. Business Standard Motoring. Cue , when
Suzuki presented the RG Gamma and turned the class on its head. Although many motorcycles
had been called road-legal racers before the Gamma, the RG was perhaps the first
mass-produced motorcycle with a lightweight aluminum frame and a racing-type aerodynamic
fairing, and it started a new trend in the process. Suzuki used all their two-stroke knowledge
and racetrack experience when building the Gamma and it showed â€” it was light, fast, handled
superbly and was an instant box-office hit in the racing circuits. Retrieved 8 October With the
RG Gamma, Suzuki was the first factory to deliver a true racer replica using race-bred
technology to the public. The next step was to build a 4-stroke cc machine for the Japanese
home market and a year later a cc machine, culmination to the Suzuki's racing experiences in
the World Endurance, AMA Superbike and Championship. Although it was fully street legal, it
was clear that it was built even to compete in the various Worldwide Championships. The RG
makes a claimed 95bhp, which translates to a genuine 78bhp at the wheel, all packed in a svelte
kilos with a genuine top speed of mph. But that's not all, it comes with an incredibly trick alloy
frame, lifted straight off the race bike. Suzuki's glory days in Grand Prix may be going through a
lean time, but the RG still bristles with purpose and lessons learned off the track. Simply put,
the RGV was nothing short of a revelation and a quantum leap forwards in performance and
production bike technology. Retrieved 12 October The press's reaction to the Katana was a
mixed bag. Several books had the Big Kat on their December covers, including Motorcyclist and
Cycle Guide , with futuristic layouts that stressed the starship, flashbike and quantum-leap
aspects of the bike's aesthetics. But styling was clearly a love-hate issue. Because no matter
where this motorcycle goes, it turns heads and draws stares like a flasher at a church social.
But while there's no doubt Muth's creation is the most spellbinding motorcycle to come along in
quite some time, there is some question as to why: Do people gawk at it because it is pleasing
to the eye, or is it simply too bizarre for anyone to not look at it? American Motorcyclist
Association. Oh yes, and it came with drop-dead gorgeous racer styling, to all intents looking
like a factory endurance racer, and finished in factory colours to boot. In there was nothing
sexier. Cycle World. That wonderful lunacy took place in September of for the December, '85,
issue when Cycle World set a hour world speed record of And not by a slim margin: We went 10
percent faster than the previous record, Retrieved 13 October When Japanese clones began to
arrive in the United States in the late s â€” Suzuki's Intruder was the first â€” Harley was
incensed that Honda had managed to duplicate its engines' distinctive sound, a result of
Harley's simple crankshaft layout. Harley has applied for a trademark on the sound, a
potato-potato-potato rhythm at idle and a staccato beat at cruising speeds. Retrieved 14
October So it will sell well, and our first ride suggests it deserves to. Immediate Media Company
Ltd. Like a sleeper secret agent the Bandit has been doing its part to corrupt a generation of
bikers into its wicked ways since it was launched in It wheelied like a banshee and went round
corners, too. A perfect example of the philosophy keep it simple. RideApart Inc. Retrieved 15

October We first learned of Doctor Big, or 'Desert Express' as he's known by people with more
mature senses of humor, in something of an aside in Kevin Ash's Tiger review about Triumph
being peeved that people read: us think the Triumph is unmistakably an effort to copy the [BMW
R80]GS's design. And thus Doctor Big's place in history is assured. Japan's brightest show
stars come from Suzuki, whose TLS sportster combines a bhp V-twin engine with a racy chassis
based on a lightweight aluminium frame. The TL features fuel-injection and an innovative rear
damping system. So when the SV was launched the warning lights were well and truly lit on
Suzuki's instrument panel. Gone was the frenetic rush of the eight-valve, dual overhead cam
V-Twin which powered the TL. Instead, Sensible San in Hamamatsu re-cammed and re-mapped
the same motor, so that it allegedly produced hp â€” but felt about 20 hp less. The capacity
remained at cc and the six-speed gearbox was retained from the TL but now the powerplant was
a sportbike engine which the Health and Safety lobby would have us all ride. Bristol Post.
Archived from the original on 23 September A couple of days later, however, I was in for a
surprise. Having made a conscious decision to go out thrill-seeking, rather than just using the
DL to commute, the smooth 1,cc V-twin began to show its heritage. Based heavily on the tried
and tested motor which once powered the frankly lunatic TLS and TLR sportsbikes of the 90s,
the V-Strom showed remarkable venom once the revs really began to climb. The degree V-twin
which had previously been so gentlemanly had transformed into a fire-breathing monster. From
5,rpm up to the redline, in gear after gear, the V-Strom has plenty of shove for the most brisk of
overtaking manouevres. Of the major Japanese players, this leaves only Suzuki to offer up a
contender and the latest is obviously the famed GSX-R, first launched in But there were two
earlier offerings. Back in in the 'States you could get a GSX-R, although it was only a
sleeved-down engine in a chassis. For the UK in came the RFR â€” a powerful enough bhp
machine but one which had to pull too much weight. The beast tipped the scales at kilos and
was never going to be a genuine supersports contender, more a comfy, relaxed all-rounder for
dad to enjoy. Kunio Arase, project leader for this new member of the GSX-R family, says he
started development with a mission: 'The mission shared by every engineer for succeeding
models of the legendary GSX-R line has been to surpass the performance of any existing model
in its class. We determined to achieve the fastest top speed and starting acceleration, yet the
production model had to be transformable to a winning circuit racer with minimal modification.
The Telegraph. Which means the GSX-R K6 as the model is designated is millimetre-perfect in
going precisely where you want it to, steering with no tendency to run wide, drop in or do its
own thing in any way. It's astonishingly stable, so much so that this is the defining
characteristic of the handling, despite an improvement in agility and the GSX-R's history of
flightiness. Suzuki's cc engine has had a more substantial makeover than the s, with new
pistons and combustion chamber shapes as well as the usual ECU and engine fuelling and
ignition map upgrades, and the difference between old and new is marked. It's not so much
about the top-end power, which doesn't feel significantly different, but the mid-range thrust is a
lot better far more helpful in terms of performance and usability. The Hayabusa was first shown
to the world in Love blossomed from the press kit stage itself, and while a few detractors dug in
their heels and obstinately referred to the thing variously as an ugly pig and a gigantic,
shapeless buffalo, the rest of the world was not tuned in to that frequency. The speed was
possible despite â€” and not at the expense of â€” the Hayabusa's market-defined role â€” that
of a comfortable sport tourer. We're saving the best number until last: how about zero to mph in
18 seconds? Glorious, and all this on a bike that will just as happily trickle all day around the
supermarket car park. Last summer, that is why Pirelli chose the Hayabusa to launch its new
Angel ST sport-touring tyre with a speed-record attempt â€” the bike duly averaged mph for 24
hours over 3, miles, including all fuel stops and rider changes, setting the world record for
standard production bikes. Retrieved 25 October Instead, six years on, the spirit of that show
bike has been retained. The details are beautifully executed with exceptionally high-quality fit
and finish, and the motor is based on the Hayabusa's imminent 1,cc unit rather than its slightly
smaller and much older engine, which means a staggering bhp, making the B-King by far the
most powerful naked street bike available. His chariot awaits". From the front end, the headlight
looks like the face of a Hasbro robot. The turn signals blink from the outer edges of the tank.
Travel down the bike's body to its curved radiator and finned oil cooler, and you're looking at
what appears to be the Dark Knight's voice box. Viewed up close it looks, well, scary. If the
B-King appeared in a feature film, the villain would ride it. The bike is menacing in black and has
a mask-like shield around its headlight. Its pointy stinger tail and overall angular styling would
go well with a cape. Motorcycle Online. Retrieved 23 October Although it's not incorrect to
describe the SV as a naked, downscale TLS, it's not entirely accurate either. But the SV also
receives a few new tweaks of its own, such as an oil guide that sprays oil directly on the gear
faces. The SV also receives two 39mm Mikuni downdraft carburetors instead of fuel-injection,

but considering the glitches we've experienced in the past with Suzuki's EFI, carburetion isn't
that bad of an idea. This then-new standard from Suzuki had apparently charmed the riding
pants off everyone at the office. And shockingly, 'Better performance numbers than Ducati's
Monster The perfect companion for novice and hooligans alike. And stunning good looks to
boot. Good news, bad news from Suzuki. As you'll see elsewhere in this issue, we are indeed
getting the light, hot GSX-R and that would be the really good news but, contrary to some
rumors, we are not going to see a TLengined naked model for Oh, and we wanted it so badly.
Still, there's plenty of good reason for V-twin fans to cheer, as the SVS, a half-faired iteration of
our favorite middleweight boomer, will finally come Stateside. Sporting a racier riding stance
thanks to clip-ons replacing the naked SV's tubular affair, taller gearing and slightly revised
steering geometry, the SV-S we get will be identical to the bike Europeans and Canadians have
enjoyed for two years. Cool, eh? Rider Magazine. In researching the market, Suzuki determined
that with the influx of young people the average age of motorcycle buyers was no longer
increasing. They further determined that the younger buyers entering the market desired
practical and economical transportation, and thus the Gladius was born. The intent was for it to
be more versatile than the Katanas by making it a naked bike with an upright seating position. It
was originally targeted for the European market so they wanted something that was hip, urban
and modern. Suzuki even sent Japanese designers to Europe for several months to study its
fashion, architecture and motorcycle culture. The result is the flowing shapes and forward
thrust, what Suzuki calls 'style meets technology. Good Design Award. Japan Institute of
Design Promotion. Right now! It doesn't matter if you're normally into tourers, trail bikes or
whatever. If there is any soul in you, any quest whatsoever to experience truly mind-expanding
excitement, then at some point in your life you really must own â€” or at the very least ride â€”
this latest flagship supersports machine from the cc grand prix world championship-winning
manufacturer. This bike not only offers more than any road-going sports bike before it in terms
of power, handling and braking, it also plugs the rider into its dynamics with such clarity and
obedient responsiveness that it feels as if your very nerve endings have been spliced into the
wiring loom. Global Communications Magazine. Retrieved 18 October Unlike conventional
systems that adjust the CVT ratio only to the engine revolution, the SECVT's calculation is made
with the throttle position â€” the rider's acceleration choice â€” also taken into consideration.
That optimizes the CVT ratio for actual riding conditions. Suzuki's entry into the new
superscooter class might be something of a latecomer, but, if anything, it's been even more
eagerly awaited than the first machine on this improbable scene, Yamaha's cc Tmax. This has
nothing to do with the fact the Burgman has an even bigger engine â€” its 54bhp, cc twin
includes such high-performance features as double overhead cams, fuel injection and liquid
cooling â€” but its transmission breaks new ground even in this innovative category. Retrieved
4 November Suzuki's flagship scooter, the Skywave , has been updated with its styling,
functionality, and fuel economy. BBC News. Motorcycle production is set to be boosted by
strong demand from China, and the release of a new 50cc scooter called 'Choinori'. In the
overseas markets, motorcycle exports to North America and other markets increased, but
exports to Central and South America, Europe and other markets dropped. As a result,
motorcycle exports as a whole saw a decrease from the previous year. On the other hand, due
to increases in North America, Europe and other markets, automobile exports surpassed last
year's level. Under such circumstances, Suzuki made efforts to increase sales in the domestic
motorcycle market by enhancing our product lineup through the introduction of models such as
the Choinori and the SKYWAVE Literally meaning 'short time riding', the Choinori is a functional
domestically produced 50cc scooter available at a highly competitive price of 59, yen while the
SKYWAVE is a large-size scooter featuring the world's first electronically controlled CVT
system. Bloomberg L. Nor does the new engine seem to notice the load it is being asked to
carry. It's a degree V-twin with dual overhead cams turned by a novel two-stage chain drive
system that teams with a semi-dry-sump lubrication technique and plated aluminum cylinder
bores to keep the engine relatively light and compact. Compact, that is, for a cc twin with
pistons that are 4. Fortunately for all of us, the engine uses a balancer shaft to keep the big
twin's shaking forces from buzzing our brains out. As soon as I saw the Suzuki Intruder a sound
entered my head and refused to leave. It was not the sumptuous aural thrill provided by the
largest pair of reciprocating pistons ever installed in an internal combustion engine. That came
later. Then carburetor problems surfaced. Sales limped along until , with only one production
run of fewer than 5, bikes. The RE5 owners' registry lists 1, survivors worldwide. Automobile
Magazine. Archived from the original on 8 November The company actually holds some 20
patents for different parts of the engine, including on the engine's subsystems. The Wankel was
less than ideal for a motorcycle, however, as it had high fuel consumption and generated a lot
of heat, necessitating the use of various systems for cooling. Archived from the original on 11

January To Suzuki's credit, the high-tech RE5 worked fairly well. But all that complexity resulted
in a hefty curb weight of pounds. That bulk, coupled with the rotary's large appetite for fuel,
resulted in gas mileage in the 30 to mile-per-gallon range at a time when Americans were facing
gas crises. And the bike's limited cruising range didn't endear it to the touring market it was
designed for. Suzuki plans to have a viable production fuel-cell two-wheeler on sale by
Compared with exorbitantly costly all-battery two-wheelers, there's no question hydrogen fuel
cells present a more realistic alternative to petrol engines. Retrieved 27 October The first
memorable concept bike of the modern era may have been the Suzuki Falcorustyco gyrfalcon in
Latin â€” pictured above , which appeared at the Tokyo Motor Show. This one, they said, is
functionalâ€”not that anybody actually got to see it function. In Suzuki produced this concept,
the Falcorustyco. Front and rear swinging arms provided hub-centered steering and the bike
had electromagnet brakes. Motorcycle News. But what about the others? Over the last 25 years
there have been dozens of show specials or concept bikes that the leading manufacturers have
teased us with, never to go into production. Gizmodo Australia. Allure Media. Sometimes you
look back in time and you see industrial designs that seem to be timeless. Like the Suzuki Nuda.
It could come from or , the year when it was actually introduced as a fully functional mph
prototype. The wonder of the internet means documents that once could only have been found
by rooting through reams of hidden paperwork or scrolling endless microfilm rolls are available
to anyone who cares to look. But as far as we know no publication has ever revealed these
images showing the secrets of the most advanced motorcycle of the s. Retrieved 28 October
Details on this much-hyped motorcycle were still suppressed by our Suzuki hosts, but the bike
does closely resemble the showbike that raised our temperatures in the first place, even if, as
previously announced, the concept B-bike's turbocharger didn't make the translation. Archived
from the original on 5 November Suzuki sold a few, mostly to owners who must've parked the
things under a cover once the honeymoon was over and reality set in. You really don't see many
B-Kings running around, do you? It's destined to be a serious Craigslist bargain in another few
years when owners throw in the towel after admitting that fashion is never going to catch up to
this motorcycle. Nobody would call the B-King beautiful when it was shown as a concept bike,
but onlookers clamoured for the machine to be put into production nonetheless. It was just so
brutal. What the G-Strider did get right was its 'nextgeneration telematics system, with
interactive communications over a bidirectional wireless infrastructure This wouldn't be the first
time BMW took some good cues from the generally proletarian Suzuki. Shortly thereafter, as
you may have noticed, the free-market system imploded, and our Suzuki contacts claim to have
no knowledge of what became of the bike. The raw figures are cc, 24 valves, horses and a motor
reportedly turbine-like smooth. The motor is an engineering masterpiece akin to the
miniaturized sophistication of a Swiss watch and the aluminium fairing, electrically-adjustable
windscreen, LED headlights, adjustable handlebars, built-in GPS navigation just add to the
high-tech cred. We're not so sure about the orange seat, but love the Katanesque profile.
Probably the single most interesting concept bike shown in the last decade, Suzuki's
Stratosphere briefly looked like it might reach production. Those hopes have now receded, with
sales for expensive naked bikes dropping away sharply worldwide. Archived from the original
on 9 November This is the Suzuki Biplane, penned at Suzuki's recently re-opened U. Suzuki's
goal was to give the rider the sensation of flying in a vintage biplane with no canopy, a distilled,
in-the-wind riding experience. It conceptually uses a V-Four motor, with cylinder heads and
exhaust headers visible on the sides, just like the fabric-skinned twin-wingers of the last
century. The front end gets a girder fork kinda like the Confederate Wraith and rim-mounted
brake discs a la Buell XB. The exhaust is tucked in underneath the cowling, and the link-type
rear suspension can be seen under the tractor-style seat. The Suzukis are wild. Silent runner:
the Crosscage is a fuel cell bike that really works; no gas engine at all. The powerplant is made
by Intelligent Energy of the U. The Biplane supposedly has a V-4, but the show bike is most
likely a make-believe mockup. Looks to be straight out of a video game. When will either Suzuki
be produced? Right after the 12th of Never. The cc four-stroke scooter has a long, low riding
position designed specifically to transport two adults around a city in comfort, according to
Suzuki. The large dual seat is almost completely flat to keep rider and passenger weight low,
and a large lockable cubby hole in front of the rider is big enough to take a helmet. The gemma
is currently just a concept, but the concept appears well developed enough to reach production
if the Japanese public like the idea. The scooter looks set for the Japanese market only for the
time being, but given the recent fuel price hikes there are strong rumours of it finding its way
over here. Domestic Site. Retrieved 29 October SportsPro Media. Henley Media Group. Suzuki
was title sponsor for the first time in Retrieved 4 July Links to related articles. Carry global.
Suzuki motorcycles timeline present. Suzuki automobile timeline, European market,
sâ€”present. Suzuki road vehicle timeline, North American market, â€”present. Maruti Suzuki

road car timeline, Indian market, sâ€”present. Major and notable Japanese motorcycle marques.
Honda Kawasaki Suzuki Yamaha. Automotive industry in Japan. Toyota Factories. Autobacs
Seven Yanase Imported Cars. Category Note: defunct companies and marques above are shown
in italics. Nikkei companies of Japan. Categories : TOPIX Suzuki Car manufacturers of Japan
Motorcycle manufacturers of Japan Multinational companies headquartered in Japan
Conglomerate companies of Japan Defense companies of Japan Emergency services
equipment makers Scooter manufacturers Truck manufacturers of Japan Companies based in
Shizuoka Prefecture Manufacturing companies established in Vehicle manufacturing companies
established in Japanese companies established in mergers and acquisitions Companies listed
on the Tokyo Stock Exchange Car brands Conglomerate companies established in Motorcycle
engine manufacturers Engine manufacturers of Japan. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read
Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download
as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. The Suzuki logo used since Suzuki
headquarters in Hamamatsu. Public K. TYO : Michio Suzuki. Hamamatsu , Shizuoka , Japan.
Automobiles , engines , motorcycles , ATVs , outboard motors. Wikimedia Commons has media
related to Suzuki. GW Inazuma. GSX Impulse. GS E F. GSF S Bandit. GSF Bandit. SV S. SV A. TL
S. TL R. GSX F Katana. GSX R Hayabusa. RF R. GSX F. VL Volusia. Boulevard C50 T C B. VL
Intruder LC. Boulevard C90 T. Boulevard CR T. LS Savage. Boulevard S VZ Marauder. Boulevard
M Boulevard MR. TS Series. VanVan DR SE Trojan. DR S. DR SE. XF Freewind. DL V-Strom DR-Z
L. RGV Gamma. Suzulight SS. Suzulight Fronte. Fronte Fronte LC Fronte 7-S. Kei light
commercial. Suzulight Van. Fronte Hatch. Kei truck. Mighty Boy. Suzulight Carry FB. Suzulight
Carry L20 , L Carry L Suzulight Carry Van L20 , L Carry Van L Kei SUV. Jimny, Jimny Mini SUV.
Jimny8, LJ Jimny, SJ Jimny, SJ, Samurai. Kei car. Alto Lapin. MR Wagon. Wagon R. City car.
Alto India. Swift Dzire. SX4 sedan. Kei sports car. Kei crossover. Subcompact crossover. Vitara
Brezza. SX4 S-Cross. Compact crossover. Mid-size crossover. Compact SUV. Mid-size SUV. Mini
MPV. Wagon R Wide. Wagon R Solio. Compact MPV. Every Landy. Pickup truck. Subcompact
car. Compact car. Mid-size car. Grand Vitara. Suzuki ceased selling automobiles in the United
States and Canada between and Vehicles for the North American market from onwards are sold
exclusively in Mexico. Alto Alto K Zen Estilo. Swift DZire. Crossovers and SUV. Grand Vitara
XL7. Found the Suzuki Alto of your dreams? Now you want to know all about it! With the help of
Parkers, you can find out all of the key specs about the Suzuki Alto from fuel efficiency in MPG
and top speed in MPH, to running costs, dimensions,
diagram of a boat
2006 bmw 325i service manual
2001 chevy tracker crankshaft position sensor location
data and lots more. We have the most comprehensive specifications available online. Once
upon a time, opting for a small car would mean sacrificing performance and luxury in favour of
cheap plastics and wheezy engines. Not any more. Modern compact cars are It's as happy
tackling the sand dunes of the While they're not sporty, they are at least vehicles that offer
some It's a scary time for the British car industry. Sales are down and ever increasing
restrictions on emissions are forcing car manufacturers to change tack with what they sell.
However, sales Let's be frank. If you really want a Home Suzuki Alto Specs. View all Suzuki
specifications. Older models Hatchback 4 models - Suzuki Alto - Specifications. Power 67bhp 0 60 mph Power 61bhp 0 - 60 mph Power 53bhp 0 - 60 mph Suzuki Alto Hatchback Specifications. Suzuki Alto Hatchback 1. Suzuki Vitara 4x4 1. Suzuki Ignis SUV 1. Back to top.
Parkers beta preview You are viewing the Parkers beta preview. No thanks - take me to Parkers.

